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The clutch on a Chevy truck is a hydraulic system that needs to be bled annually to prevent air
from building up in the clutch fluid lines. When there is air in the clutch line, you will not be able
to disengage the clutch. As a result, you will end up grinding the transmission gears, potentially
causing damage to them. To prevent this, you need to bleed the clutch on your Chevy truck.
Slide the 10mm wrench over the clutch slave cylinder valve nut. The slave cylinder is located on
the backside of the engine on most Chevy trucks near the transmission and clutch assembly.
This cylinder pumps fluid to the clutch assembly for engagement and disengagement. Fit the
clutch bleeder line over the end of the valve on the clutch slave cylinder. Ask an assistant to
pump the clutch pedal several times and then hold the clutch pedal to the floor. Do not let up on
the clutch pedal. Turn the valve nut counterclockwise to open it. Air and clutch fluid will escape.
When the flow of air bubbles and clutch fluid stops, retighten the valve. Repeat steps 4 and 5
until there are no more air bubbles in the clutch line. Periodically check the clutch fluid level
and add clutch fluid so that the fluid level stays between the upper and lower marks on the
clutch reservoir tank mounted on the driver's side of the firewall. I am a Registered Financial
Consultant with 6 years experience in the financial services industry. I am trained in the
financial planning process, with an emphasis in life insurance and annuity contracts. I have
written for Demand Studios since Step 1 Slide the 10mm wrench over the clutch slave cylinder
valve nut. Step 2 Fit the clutch bleeder line over the end of the valve on the clutch slave
cylinder. Step 3 Place the clutch bleeder line into the catch pan. Step 4 Ask an assistant to
pump the clutch pedal several times and then hold the clutch pedal to the floor. Step 5 Turn the
valve nut counterclockwise to open it. Tips For specific information about your Chevy truck's
specific clutch slave cylinder location, consult the particular vehicle's manual see Resources.
Replacement Parts. Body Parts. Automotive Lighting. Performance Parts. Specialty Parts.
Regular Service. Brake Rotor Exceptional Stopping Power. Oil Filter Enhance your engine life
with oil filter. Air Filter Premium quality air filter for your vehicle. Cabin Filter Breathe easy with
new cabin filter. Door Shells, Handles, Window Regulator â€¦. Cargo Liner, Cargo Mat â€¦. Floor
Liners and More â€¦. Grab Bar â€¦. Bug Deflector and More â€¦. Car Bras and More â€¦. Horns,
Horn Buttons and More â€¦. Wheel Tire, Radials, Tires and More â€¦. Caliper Cover and More â€¦.
Tire Chains and More â€¦. Wheel Covers and More â€¦. Wheel Spacers and More â€¦. Graphics
and More â€¦. Racing Gear and More â€¦. Featured Makes. All Nissan Datsun Models. FJ Cruiser.
Hi Lux. All Toyota Models. Ram Caravan Mini Van. All Dodge Models. All Kia Models. Bronco
Full Size. Crown Victoria. E Van. Explorer Sport Trac. F Pickup. All Ford Models. Silverado All
Chevrolet Models. S10 Pickup. All Honda Models. Santa Fe Sport. Genesis Coupe. All Hyundai
Models. All BMW Models. All Jeep Truck Models. B Pickup. MX-5 Miata. All Mazda Models. All
Infiniti Models. All Volkswagen Models. All Subaru Models. All Mini Models. Sierra HD. Sierra All
GMC Models. All Acura Models. Grand AM. All Pontiac Models. All Volvo Models. All Hummer
Models. All Cadillac Models. All Buick Models. All Saturn Models. All Mitsubishi Models. All
Porsche Models. Grand Vitara. All Suzuki Models. All Audi Models. PT Cruiser. All Chrysler
Models. Featured Manufacturer. Dan Ferrell writes about do-it-yourself car maintenance and
repair. He has certifications in automation and control technology. Your car engine needs fuel,
compression, and a spark to start. Photo courtesy of Sfoskett on Wikimedia. When your engine
cranks but won't start or run, it could mean your engine is having trouble producing a spark,
getting fuel, or creating compression. The most common causes are problems in the ignition for
example, a bad ignition coil or fuel system for example, a clogged fuel filter. However, the
source may also be a mechanical fault for example, a leaking valve , or faulty components in
other systems. What "crank-no-start" doesn't generally mean is a problem with the starter. If the
engine cranks normally, you don't have a starting problem. If it isn't cranking right the engine
rotates slowly or doesn't rotate, or you hear weird noises or nothing when you try to start the
engine , check this other practical guide to troubleshooting the starting system. Whatever you
do, avoid cranking the engine repeatedly with the hope that the engine will fire up. You may
drain your battery of power and damage the starter motor in the process. Instead, try to use the
charge left in your battery to locate the fault. This guide will first give you six quick things you
can check, and then three systems to troubleshootâ€”the spark, the fuel, the
compressionâ€”using some simple and quick diagnostics. Then, for more help, you'll see a list
of components in related systems that can be associated with a no-start condition. Scanning
your car computer memory should be one of your first diagnostic procedures. Photo courtesy
of Robert Couse-Baker on Flickr. When trying to find out why your car doesn't want to start,
keep in mind these possibilities. To operate efficiently, an internal combustion gasoline engine
needs a good spark, the right amount of fuel, and good compression a healthy mechanical
condition. The lack of any of these three things will prevent your engine from starting. So, the
next three sections will list a series of steps to help you find out whether your engine is lacking
adequate spark, is not getting enough fuel, or has too low compression. Worn out or fouled

spark plugs will fail to ignite the fuel mixture. Photo courtesy of Zach Zupancic. First you want
to check that a good spark is reaching the cylinders. You can do this test without a spark tester,
but it's better to use one, because a weak spark as well as a missing spark can prevent your
engine from starting. If you don't see a spark, repeat the test. This time, adjust the spark tester
to 30KV. If still you don't see a spark, repeat the test and set the tester to 10KV. If this time you
see a spark or no spark, you have a problem in the ignition system. Consult your vehicle repair
manual for your particular model for further diagnosis. Depending on your particular model, you
may have a problem with an ignition coil, distributor, ignition module, igniter, or some other
related component. Other Checks You Should Do:. Fuel injectors may clog and prevent your
engine from starting. Photo courtesy of Ian Brockhoff on Wikimedia. After checking for spark,
you need to check that the engine is getting fuel. Some models, like many Ford vehicles, have a
fuel pump switch inertia switch , that automatically cuts power to the fuel pump when involved
in an accident. If your engine refused to start after an accident or after a vehicle struck yours in
a parking lot, check for an inertia switch. The switch helps prevent your car catching on fire if
an accident occurs. Check your car owner's manual or vehicle repair manual to locate the
switch. You can pop the button back in manually. A blown head gasket can lower engine
compression enough to prevent the engine from starting. Photo courtesy of Tony Harrison on
Flickr. Compression in the cylinder heats up the air-fuel mixture and helps the spark ignite the
mixture so the combustion takes place. During the combustion process, though, there should
be no air leaks. Otherwise, the cylinder will have poor combustion, or it will not happen. The
most common source of air combustion leak is a jumped timing belt or chain that allows air to
escape through a valve; it can also happen because of a burned valve, worn-out compression
rings, or a blown head gasket. A timing belt or chain synchronizes camshaft to crankshaft
rotation. After miles of service, it wears down, becomes damaged, or breaks. So car
manufacturers suggest replacing a timing belt every five years. A timing chain may have a wider
service schedule interval. Replacing the belt or chain at the suggested interval can prevent
serious engine mechanical problems. Consult your vehicle repair manual. On some vehicle
models, it is easy to remove the timing cover to check if the belt or chain is still in place. If it is,
you may be able to visually inspect the belt or chain condition, and then check that it hasn't
jumped. Follow the instructions in your vehicle repair manual. Likewise, you can check
compression pressure using a compression gauge. If you have a gasoline engine, you screw
the gauge into a spark plug hole; on diesel engines, screw the gauge in place of a glow plug or
injector nozzle. Gasoline engine compression ranges from to pounds per square inch psi ;
diesel engine compression may range from to psi. A failed EGR valve can prevent your engine
from starting. Photo courtesy of Moosealope on Flickr. Faults in other systems, not just ignition,
fuel, or compression problems, can prevent your engine from starting. A system component
itself may be faulty, or there may be a problem with its wire connector or harness. You may
need to expand your diagnostic procedure to the components below. Computers in modern
vehicles monitor many of these components usually in emission-related systems and can set
trouble codes when problems arise. So don't forget to scan your computer. EGR The exhaust
gas recirculation EGR valve introduces a measured amount of exhaust gases into the intake
manifold to get re-burned. This helps lower engine temperature and harmful emissions. But the
valve can fail and stick either open or closed. When the valve sticks open it may prevent your
engine from starting. Other symptoms of a stuck-open EGR valve include rough idle and
stalling. Cold Injector Some vehicle models use a cold-start injector. It operates as a regular
injector, but only works when the engine is cold. The injector may have its own thermo switch
or may be commanded by the system control module. If either the switch or the computer
circuit fails, you may have a hard time starting the engine during cold months. Consult your
vehicle repair manual, if necessary. MAP The manifold absolute pressure MAP sensor compares
the barometric atmospheric pressure to the intake manifold vacuum. When the sensor fails, it
can prevent your engine from starting. Not all vehicles use this sensor. A common MAF
problem is dirt or foreign matter blocking the sensing element, preventing the sensor from
working. Or the sensor itself may fail after miles of service. You can clean and test the sensor at
home. ECT The computer uses the engine coolant temperature ECT sensor to know how much
fuel the engine needs and when to enter closed loop operation that is, when the engine has
reached operating temperature. Depending on your particular model, a bad ECT sensor can
upset ignition timing, or the operation of the transmission or cooling fan. The EVAP system
temporarily stores harmful fuel vapors into a canister to prevent their release into the
atmosphere. When conditions are appropriate, the computer routes the fuel vapors out of the
canister through a canister vent valve and into the intake manifold for burning. A faulty valve,
though, can prevent the engine from starting. Consult your vehicle repair manual for the
procedure to test the valve. Photo courtesy of K. Aainsqatsi on Wikimedia. It sends a voltage

signal to the computer. The computer uses this information to regulate the air-fuel mixture
according to engine needs. On some vehicle models, a worn out, failing or bad TPS will prevent
your engine from starting at all. Vacuum Leaks Vacuum leaks are not uncommon, and they are
the source of many engine performance problems, including fail to start. Depending on where
the fault is located, vacuum leaks can be hard to find. But mayor vacuum leaks that can make
the engine hard to start may happen in the power booster vacuum hose, EGR valve, another
main vacuum hose or a blown head or intake manifold gasket. Carburetor If you have an old
vehicle model with a carburetor, double check that the fuel level is properly adjusted. If the
carburetor is flooded, you'll probably perceive a strong fuel odor under the hood. A little trick
you can use is to fully depress the accelerator and try to start the engine. If the engine doesn't
start, wait for a few minutes and try again. When your engine cranks but fails to start, it can be
difficult to fix if you don't know where to begin troubleshooting. This guide not only tells you
where to start but helps you build your diagnostic strategy. And reminds you of some simple
but easy to forget places to look into. So most of the time, using just this guide you'll be able to
zero in on the problem. Content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does
not substitute for personal counsel or professional advice in business, financial, legal, or
technical matters. Question: My Hyundai Elantra cranks, but sounds like it's flooded. What can
this be? Answer: Check the fuel pressure. If the regulator failed, it can flood the engine or starve
it from fuel. If you haven't changed the fuel filter, it might be clogged. Question: I have a Dodge
Dakota. It has trouble starting when the engine is warm. It will start with starting fluid. Tried fuel
injector cleaner, still having the problem. What to try next? Answer: It seems to be a symptom
of a faulty crankshaft position sensor. If possible, test the sensor when cold and when warmed.
You may need to put it in hot water and test it. Usually, the sensor may start failing
intermittently, then it'll happen more often. But you won't "catch" it when cold. This other post
may help:. The fuel pump went out and replaced the pump. The truck would still run. Afterward,
I did a tune up by replacing plugs and distributor cap and rotor. Now the truck will fire but dies
after a few seconds. I did not fully remove the distributor to change the cap. What could cause
sudden change? Answer: Make sure you install the correct spark plugs, and that they have the
correct gap. Also, check there's spark when trying to start the engine. The symptoms point to a
bad ignition coil. This other post may help you test it, if necessary:. Question: My Honda Accord
cranks but it doesn't start. I'm getting fuel, spark, and compression. I drove it two days ago and
this morning I went to start it up but it didn't, t just cranks. Can you help? Answer: Sometimes a
faulty sensor like the crankshaft, camshaft or even a throttle position sensor can prevent an
engine from starting. Download troublecodes even if you don't see the check engine light on.
You may find a code that can guide you here. Question: I Have an Audi a3 , the cams and crank
are turning over but the vehicle is not starting. Could this be the engine timing or does it need a
compression test? Answer: Make sure you have good spark and fuel pressure, then check for
compression and timing. Question: I just replaced my mustang's valve covers, intake manifold
and upgraded from 2 barrel to 4 barrel carburetor. In doing so, I had to lift the distributor up a bit
in order to install the manifold. Would that throw the timing off? The engine cranks and puffs
and seems to want to start but simply won't. Any thoughts? Answer: If the distributor shaft and
cam gear are not meshing properly, it may cause timing problems. Try wobbling the distributor
shaft. If it does, that might be the problem. Also, that would also affect the oil pump, since it's
driven off the distributor shaft. Too much stress. Even if the engine were able to run, I think the
distributor may wear out too soon. Question: So I got a Ford Focus that cranks, but won't start.
I've already replaced the fuel pump and filter and a blown relay fuse and cleaned out the air
filter. The car started but after two right turns, it won't start again. What could be the problem
with my Ford Focus' engine? Answer: Check for any possible trouble codes. Also, you might
want to investigate what caused the fuse to blow. Maybe you got a problem in that circuit.
Question: I have a Chevy Monte Carlo, 5. I was at a stop light and the engine suddenly died. I
was able to restart. I drove home and about 10 or so feet from my driveway it suddenly died
again. I coasted into the driveway. I got started a third time, let it run for 5 minutes. Revved the
engine and it died again. That was 3 months ago, and it has not started since. What could be the
problem? Answer: There could be several causes for this: the choke is not closing; the choke
linkage is binding; choke is not closing properly; check the float; fuel is not reaching the
carburetor; faulty accelerator pump. Answer: Make sure you got good spark and fuel pressure.
Usually, these are the two systems that will give you trouble. Also, check for possible trouble
codes, even if the check engine light is not on. You may have a pending code. A sensor may be
given you trouble. Hope this helps. Question: My Dodge Ram will turn over but won't start. Has
no spark. Also, scan the computer for possible pending codes. Question: My Toyota Mark ll
engine cranks but won't turn over. What would be the main cause of this? Answer: If the engine
cranks, it turns over. The fuel and ignition system are the most common issues. Question: I just

changed fuel injectors on my ZX twin turbo. Before the shop changed them, the car was able to
start, but it ran rough due to three injectors not working. What could be the most likely culprit?
Answer: Check for DTCs first. If you don't find any, is there an anti-theft system that needs to be
reset? Check the fuel pressure , ignition spark , and check that there are no restrictions against
the turbo intake and exhaust system. These the most common trouble areas. I tried using
engine starter fluid and still got nothing. What may be the issue? Answer: First, make sure you
got the correct fuel pressure and good spark. These are the most common issues. Question: My
Toyota Yaris Vitz cranks but won't start after checking the fuel pump, but before checking the
fuel pump the engine was starting. What could be the cause? Answer: Check fuel pressure.
There could be a problem in the system. Question: My CA18 engine is getting a spark, sufficient
current, compression, and all fuses are good, but it still won't start. What is the problem?
Answer: If it cranks good, check for fuel pressure. There could be a problem in pressure or fuel
volume. Question: I have a Chevy Malibu that won't start, but it does turn over. All the lights and
everything works, but it just won't start. Do u have any clue what can be the problem? Answer:
Make sure you are getting enough fuel pressure. And check the injectors for the command
pulse from the computer. Question: My truck cranks but won't start. It has fuel pressure and
spark, and I even recently changed the cap and rotor. What else could it be? Answer: Check for
compression. That's the next step, if you know you have enough fuel pressure and a healthy
spark. Question: My Ford Focus cranks for a while, eventually starts, then idles normally and
runs fine. What's causing the long cranking? Answer: Usually, an engine takes longer to start
because of an aging or failing battery, starter, or spark plugs. Batteries may last between three
to five years. A starter's lifetime service requirements are hard to predict. Check the spark plug
gap, and the condition of the electrodes then follow the manufacturer service recommendation
on them. Question: I drove my car to pick up food. Ran fine. Turned it off and went inside. When
I came back out it would crank but refused to start. Have replaced spark plugs, ignition coils
and the fuel pump. Ordered a scanner last night that should be there when i get off work today.
So no codes at this moment. Answer: The most common faults are in the ignition and fuel
systems. First, you need to make sure you have good spark, correct fuel pressure. Also, the
problem could be with a sensor: crankshaft position sensor, camshaft position sensor, throttle
position sensor. Still, troubleshoot the system before replacing any parts. Question: My Toyota
Starlet engine cranks but won't turn over. My brother removed some wiring that he had hooked
up to speakers in the trunk. In this case, the most common problems is not good spark or not
enough fuel pressure. Make sure you got good spark and fuel pressure:. If you don't hear the
starter motor running -- just hear a click or a series of clicks- or the starter motor seems to run
but the engine doesn't crank doesn't turn over , then the problem is more likely in the starter
system. First make sure the battery is properly charged. You may also want have the starter
motor checked. Sometimes, this is also a sign of bad starter system circuit. These other posts
may help:. Question: I have a Ford Focus and the battery and alternator are 6 months old. It
started just fine. I got maybe 2 miles and an engine light popped on, shut off the car when I tried
restarting. It would turn over slowly but wouldn't start. I checked the plug wires and they were
covered in oil. Could oily plug wires be preventing my Ford Focus from starting? Answer: The
oil may have fouled the spark plugs and wires. Check for the source of the oil leak and fix it.
Check the oil level and add, if necessary. Then clean the spark plugs and wires. Question: I
have a 94 Izuzu rodeo that won't start but turns over. I've noticed that the fuel and oil gauge
doesn't move and the air conditioning doesn't come on when the key is turned to start it. But
the other gauges work and the radio works. Do you have any clue what this could be? Answer:
Make sure you're getting spark and fuel. Check to see if there are any trouble codes you can
download from the computer. Also, check for fuel pressure and compression. Question: Dodge
Dakota V6 2 wheel drive, cranks but won't start. No power to pump or ignition. What could be
wrong? Answer: Check the ignition relay. If this fails, it can affect power to the ignition coil and
fuel pump. Question: I recently changed the spark plugs in my Ford Explorer Sport and the
ignition coil and it still won't start. Why won't my Ford Explorer start? Answer: Make sure you
got good spark. Then check for fuel pressure. Other possibility is a faulty sensor â€” camshaft
position sensor, or crankshaft position sensor are the usual suspects. Question: My Ford
Fusion died while driving, Now it cranks but won't start. Fuel pump has been replaced. What is
the most likely problem at this point? Answer: The most common source of trouble when the
engine cranks but won't start is the ignition or fuel system. Make sure you got enough fuel
pressure and good spark. Also, a faulty sensor crankshaft position sensor or camshaft sensor
on some models or throttle position sensor may cause this problem as well. Check for trouble
codes, even if the engine light is not on. There could be a pending code that can help you
diagnose the problem. Question: My Toyota Funcargo just stops while driving and won't start
turning over but just not starting. Could it be a bad coil pack? Answer: It's possible. But you

also need to make sure you got fuel pressure. Question: My Opel Astra cranks as normal but
just will not start, I have checked the fuel going to the injectors; even checked the plugs. All
good. What can be the problem? Answer: Make sure you got the correct pressure in the fuel
system. Problems with the fuel pressure regulator may cause this type of issue, as well. Also,
make sure you got a good spark. Bad sensors, like crankshaft or camshaft position sensors,
can also prevent the engine from starting. Check for trouble codes, even if the check engine
light is not on. Question: My Honda Accord cranks but won't start, and I've already replaced the
fuel pump, spark plugs and wires, distributor cap and rotor. And the starter has also been
replaced. Any ideas? Answer: Make sure you are getting a good spark. Try spraying a bit of
starting fluid through the throttle plate and crank the engine. If it seems like the engine wants to
catch, the problem is in the fuel system. Replace the fuel filter, if necessary. Check for fuel
pressure. The problem could be the fuel pressure regulator or a worn pump. Question: I used
starting fluid and my car turned on for a few seconds then shuts off. Answer: Check for fuel
pressure. It seems enough or no fuel is not getting to the cylinders. Question: I have a Honda
Civic that cranks but sometimes doesn't start. It also shut-off while I was driving, I changed the
spark plugs and the battery is not dead. Also checked and there is fuel going into the cylinders
and didn't seem to find and any blown fuses. Answer: The problem could be in the fuel system
but it can be hard to diagnose if it is intermittent. You may have a leaking fuel injector. Also,
there could be a bad ground or loose wire that is causing too much resistance in the circuit,
preventing the engine to start until it cools. These other posts may help. Question: I am in
Melbourne Australia. I have a Holden Gemini. Its a small car with a 1. When I turn the key to
Start, the engine cranks but will not fire. But when I turn key from 'on' back to 'off' I hear a click
in the distributor cap and what sounds like a power stroke occurring in one cylinder. The coil
seems OK. But spark plugs don't spark when the engine turned over. Could my problem be an
ignition switch issue? Answer: Make sure the ignition coil is firing properly, and check the
distributor cap for carbon traces and cracks, and the ignition module. Some auto parts stores
test the ignition module for you. There could be a problem. Question: My Chevy suburban was
working fine today, but later in the day I tried turning on the car and it only cranked without
starting. The lights, radio, wipers etc. I've even tried jumping the battery car but still won't start,
just crank. Any advice on that? Answer: The most common on a crank-nostart condition are the
ignition and fuel systems. Make sure you got good spark and check for fuel pressure. You may
try spraying starting fluid in the throttle while cranking. If it sounds like the engine wants to
catch, probably the fuel system is at fault. Answer: Check fuel pressure and for good spark.
Make sure the battery is fully charged. I changed the throttle body. It starts one time and then
fails then it keeps on cranking. You change the throttle body, it repeats the same process. The
spark and compression is there. Answer: Check the electrical connectors for the throttle control
system. Another possibility is a problem with the throttle control system actuator, or the
harness open or short. Question: My Nissan D21 has a hard time starting, but once you get it
started it will drive wherever you need to go. Must of the time it just cranks over. I checked
spark, everything works; fuel pump is pumping fuel. What could my issue be? Answer: Check
the starting circuit. Bad connections can increase voltage drop and make it harder to start.
Check for possible faulty sensor. Download trouble codes, if necessary. This post may help:.
Question: I have a Ford F The car cranks but won't start. I can disconnect the battery cable and
reconnect and it will start, but might not next time. Any ideas what the problem might be?
Answer: There could be a problem with the engine or starting system grounds. Maybe these
other posts will help:. Could it be flooded? Answer: Check the fuel injectors are working.
Double check that the TBI was properly torqued when installed and a new gasket, if necessary.
This could be a faulty fuel system or a vacuum leak. You can test the TPS using a digital
multimeter:. Question: I have a Chrysler Town and Country that will crank but it won't turn over.
I have already changed out the battery and fuel pump. How can I diagnose the problem with my
Chrysler? Answer: Make sure you have good spark and good fuel pressure when cranking. If
both check out OK, test the compression. Question: My Honda Accord has a hard time starting.
I have to really press on the gas hard to get it to start. Answer: There could be a problem in the
fuel system; check for fuel pressure when trying to start. You may have good spark if you're
able to run the car once it starts, but the pump may be weak or worn as well. Question: I have a
Ford Ranger Edge that cranks fine every morning, but after I drive it to work and it sits for a few
hours, I have to crank it at least twice before it will start up. Answer: The engine coolant
temperature sensor may be failing, not sending the correct signal when the engine is warmer.
But, this can also be a problem with fuel pressure or a leaking injector. Step on the gas when
cranking the engine. Otherwise, try some starting fluid. If it helps, the problem could be with the
pressure regulator. Question: My Ford Ranger will sometimes stall early after starting, and it
won't start again right away. But after an hour or so, usually, it starts back up. Any thoughts on

why this is occurring? Answer: Sometimes this is a simple maintenance issue a clogging fuel
filter , problems with the fuel system, or a sensor issue. This other post may help you:.
Question: I have a Nissan zx. It was leaking water beforehand. I have no idea what it could be.
What should I do? Answer: From your description, there might be an oil leak. Check the oil
level. You need to locate the source of the leak. Take a look under the car and see if you can see
traces of the leak around the oil pan or engine. Question: My Toyota 1KD engine cranks but it
can't start. Answer: Follow the steps in the first section in the post to get an idea what system is
causing the problem first ignition, fuel, compression. Then take it from there. Question: My Audi
V6 just cranks but won't start, I tried almost everything but still the same, what could be the
problem? Answer: Sometimes, this is due to a faulty MAF sensor. You can try cleaning the
sensor first and then checking sensor operation. Also, make sure you got no vacuum leaks and
you got the correct fuel pressure. Compare the specs in your vehicle repair manual. I'm
assuming you checked for good spark and trouble codes. Question: I have a Chevy K 4x4 truck.
I've replaced plugs, plug wires, distributor and new battery, fuel filters, fresh fuel. Fuel pressure
checks out. Engine cranks but won't start until the whine of fuel pump slightly changes tone.
Then it will start on next attempt. Do you think its the fuel pump, even though pressure checks
out OK? Answer: Spray some starting fluid in the throttle body and try starting the engine. If it
catches for a second or two, then there could be a problem with the fuel pump. Question: I have
a 98 Chevy Blazer. I have a new battery, new plugs, new wires, new fuel filter and it still won't
start when it's cold. Once it runs, then it's good. But after about 8 hours, it is really hard to start
again. Why would my Chevy Blazer have trouble starting? Answer: You may want to check the
starter circuit voltage drop. Also, the starter may already have some wear, making it harder to
crank the engine. This post might help you:. This makes it harder to start the engine. Question: I
have a BMW that wont start. If I put starting fluid in the intake, it tries to start. If I bypass fuel
relay, it comes on, but not with key. It cranks but will not start. This will prevent fuel from
reaching the injectors. Then, check if the fuel pump kicks in when you turn the key On. Remove
the key completely and then insert the key and turn it On. If not, try using another relay, or
remove the relay and test it. There could be a leaking fuel pressure regulator or a worn, weak
pump. You can check fuel pressure through the test Schrader valve. Question: I have a Camaro
SS that had a sudden no start. I replaced the PCV valve tubing and valve because I noticed the
tube was broken. I also replaced the spark plugs and cleaned the injectors. The car is getting
fuel and spark to the coils. At this point, I'm running out of things to test. Do you have any
suggestions? Answer: Make sure fuel pressure is correct. Use a fuel pressure gauge to test
pressure. Check for trouble codes that can guide you. Unplug the MAF sensor and see if this
makes a difference. Problems with the crankshaft position sensor can also prevent the engine
from starting. The problem could be in the starting system circuit. This other post can help you
check the wires and connections using voltage drop:. I have a fordrowcam bakie the engin has
been do over timing is set but it does not want to start what can it be. Normally, cylinder
pressure should be over psi. Your mechanic might be right and needs to investigate why the
chain slipped, if that's what happened. It'll probably need a new chain kit. Nissan pulsar
Mechanics changed fuel , changed injectors ,check coil , the pressure in each cylinder is 75 ,
blows no smoke. Mechanics have had it going and driven it when the motor is warm the motor
starts when cold the motor will not start ,maybe the timing chain has slipped the Mechanic said
it is also flooding. A car technician should be able to analyze sensors' data that might lead to
the problem. He should be able to confirm if there's spark and fuel going to the engine. Hi there
I have a ford explorer xlt we just had the engine out and replaced the 4 timing chains that it
required and was driving fine the first day then noticed the check engine light came on then
noticed the spedometer wasnt working but was still driving good then went up a small hill and it
shut off and wouldnt start again we have tried replacing the starter and put another battery in
and still nothing then we thought it might be the fuel filter so we just replaced that and it still
wont start it will turn over but not starting any ideas what the problem could be really need
some help even our mechanic doesnt know what the problem could be. Check sensor
connections and sensor themselves, specially the camshaft sensor. Something might've been
left disconnected, loose or a wire damaged. Download trouble codes, even if you don't see the
check engine light on. But now it not starting but before with a broken camshagt it was starting.
What might be a problem? Try first downloading trouble codes and see if you find any, even if
the check engine light is not on. This can help you focus on the possible faulty system. Make
sure to check fuel pressure and spark. If there's no spark or no fuel pressure, it's possible a
sensor is faulty. Also, a security system may be bad and preventing the engine from starting, or
a key chip may also interfere. The problem could be in the electrical system. Full voltage may
not be reaching the starter motor. It'll be a good idea to check the starting circuit and engine
grounds. Also, download trouble codes, even if you don't see the check engine light on. There

could be a pending code that might help. I have a 4. When I went to start it, the starter had a
different sound to it. Anybody have any thoughts as to what it might be? The problem could be
with the circuit to the ignition coil or somehwere in the ignition system. Thanks Dan I will start
with fixing those problems. But even though with a timing light hooked up and 1 appearing to
fire on right timing mark and the starting fluid sprayed in the manifold the computer can still
change timing enough to stop every cylinder from firing off at least a pop cuz I get nothing, not
even "ok I'm trying to start" out of it. I didn't think the ecu could change timing that much, but it
sounds like. So on to fix what I know to be wrong and let you know when I know and again
thank you my friend, you are most helpful. On some models, without a proper signal from the
ECT, the computer will not be able to adjust for the proper air-fuel mixture it may over lean or
enrich too much and upset ignition timing. In your case, the computer doesn't even know the
volume and density of the air coming in. Hope this help. Done all the checks and do hae code
for ect, maf and air temp. It has spark and at the right time and compression s. I know I need to
replace parts but even so it should still fire, shouldn't it? You may want to try fixing code PO
This could be a faulty thermostat or ECT coolant temperature sensor , most of the time. This
may take care of the other code. I have a ford fusion se that cranks but wont start snd i have 2
codes popped up one is p and the other is p i think my catalytic converter is plugged what is
everyones opinion on this matter. Backfires can be caused for various reasons, usually a
vacuum leak, a sensor problem or a faulty ignition system. Got a dodge Durango it would crank
for a few seconds then it would change sounds then start now it change s sounds now
backfires what up with it. Any help would be appreciated. If cranking drains battery power fast,
there could be a problem in one of the circuits. Also, try downloading trouble codes and see if
any sensor has triggered a code. Usually, problems with the crank, cam, throttle position and
MAF sensors cause this type of problem. I have a Nissan Bluebird - manual transmission sedan.
The car cannot start but only cranks. I have replaced new batteries but the power runs out faster
when trying to diagnose the problem. I have checked and replaced new sensors, fuel filter, 4
cylinder heads, new computer box, add new oil and fuel. I am not getting anywhere and end with
the same problem. I am almost buying new n60 car battery every time I want to spend time
checking again. Please help me fix my car. Also, there could be a problem with a sensor
crankshaft, camshaft sensor communicating with the computer. Download for possible pending
trouble codes. Also, make sure the circuit and connections to the sensors are good. My ford
explorer cranks but wont start. Ive already replaced the fuel pump, fuel filter, air filter, coil, spark
plugs,and spark plug wires and it still wont start,why? There could be a problem with the
crankshaft or camshaft sensor, or the ignition module. Search for trouble codes and see if
there's a pending one that can guide you here. My toyota ipsum doesn't spark only crank engine
what to check when coil packs dont spark only crank engine. Make sure you got good spark and
good fuel pressure. Download trouble codes, even if the check engine light is not on, there
could be a pending code from a sensor that is acting up. My car cranks but wont start! I have
replaced the plug's and coils, the crankshaft position sensor drained oil and flushed radiator!
The car has half tank of fuel but only cranks! Glad to hear you got it fixed. Yes, it's better to start
with the simple stuff. There's where many problems start. I suggested we start over with the
basics. Hubby took me out to dinner as a thank you. So glad i took that powderpuff mechanic
class when i bought my first car in It taught me to start with the simplest cheapest remedies
first. Usually the problem will be at the ignition or fuel system. Make sure you got good spark
and, if necessary, good fuel pressure:. If none of the plugs have spark, check the distributor,
ignition coil wire and the coil itself; then the ignition module. Or maybe the ignition switch is
bad. It may happen. Work your way backwards through the system. You may need your vehicle
repair manual to look up specs for the coil. I have a Chrysler Town and Country that cranks but
won't start. Please assist with what I need to do to get it to start. Thank you. Hey Dan, so I
swapped the plugs and listened for the fuel pump and I was able to hear it running. So I took
one plug out to test for spark holding it against a ground and no spark. To make sure I tried
another plug on a different ground and again no spark. Could definitely smell fuel out of the
open ports. So maybe a fuse? Electrical or distributor? Possibly a harness? Make sure you got
good spark and fuel pressure. Also, a sensor cranksaft or camshaft might not be sending the
correct signal, preventing the engine from starting. In this case the fuel injectors might not fire.
Download trouble codes, even if the engine light is not on, there could be a pending code.
Possibly spark plugs? Sounds normal while cranking. Try downloading trouble codes, even if
the engine light is not on. There could be a pending code that can help you here. On some
models, a bad sensor or its circuit can prevent the engine from starting crankshaft or camshaft
sensor, throttle position sensor. Temperature related issues during starting can be hard to
diagnose sometimes. Have the battery and charging system checked. If the battery runs down
or the charging system isn't quite working, you may not have enough current. My Frontier turns

over but wont start. Immediately starts when additional charge is put to battery? Check the
crankshaft and camshaft position sensors. The computer relies on these sensors to manage
spark and fuel delivery. Kia rio There could be a problem with the ignition control module. You
may need your repair manual to locate the fault. This other post may give you an idea about the
diagnostic, but I highly suggest getting a repair manual to trace the fault in your model:. My
distributor went out on my Nissan exterra so I replaced it with a new one then a day later the
new one went out. Im getting no spark again and the new distributor is not working. What could
cause it to keep shorting out new distributor. Make sure the battery is fully charged and
therminals are clean and tight. If you hear a solid click when trying to start the engine, maybe
the starter is bad. If you hear a series of clicks, probably is not receiving enough voltage. Check
the starting circuit:. I have chev cruze 1. There could be a problem with a sensor or coil that is
breaking when the temperature goes up. Try downloading trouble codes even if the engine light
is not on. There could be a pending code that can guide here. If you don't hear the starter at all,
maybe the battery has no charged or there's a problem with the starting circuit. If the engine
was starting without before then, check the battery, do a voltage drop on the starting circuit. I
have a 3series BMW i parked it near a shop got something after half an hour when i came back
to my car all the lights come on but but the engine wont turn or make any noise. I dont know
what happened i am due to take it for service.. My Dodge Ram has several times failed to start.
The starter turns but the engine won't catch. It only happens when restarting the engine after a
brief stop, like running into a store, never first thing in the morning, and after ten minutes or so
it will suddenly start fine again. Today it cut off while I was driving and did the same thing. The
fuel system might be slowly loosing pressure. Try turning the ignition key On, leave it there for
a two-three seconds, then turn it off. Repeat three to five times, trying to build system pressure,
and then try starting the engine. If it fires up without an issue or much easier, then the problem
is in the system. Check system pressure, if necessary, next time it happens. There could be a
problem in the ignition system, loose wire or dirty connector, faulty ignition module; or a fault in
the fuel system. Next time it doesn't want to start, spray some starting fluid in the throttle valve.
If seems to catch while cranking, the problem is in the fuel system; otherwise it could be in the
ignition. Hi, it seems that those "crank but won't start" issues are fairly common, but what if
those issues are intermittent? I have a VW up! What could create an issue that is intermittent?
Thanks for your help. There seems to be a fault in the electrical system. You may want to locate
first the system or part draining the battery. Hi please help my diesel bmw D E60 cranks but
won't start. It started off with crankshaft sensor fault, which i replaced and blue dde relay, fault
remained later noticed loom connection to the crankshaft sensor is stuck hit by engine
mounting possible short circuit. Rejoined wires, cleared faults and crankshaft sensor fault
never returned but still car wont fire up! The fault codes um now getting are IBS sensor , 4B90
rail pressure monitoring on engine start, and all 6 glow plugs to Kindly assist. It also drains the
battery even without key on when the car is locked. Make sure you are getting the correct fuel
pressure. If you got good spark, check the camshaft sensor and compression. Hi i have a dodge
ram 4. Start by scanning the car's computer for trouble codes. Probably a sensor is giving you
trouble. If there are no codes, check that you have enough fuel pressure and good spark. Hi ive
got a problem with my car honda i luxline 93 model it doesnt want to start keeps on poping the
yellow light. Check for a spark when the engine doesn't fire. Also, there may be a problem with
the starter motor. Usually worn bushings will cause this. Problems with the fuel injectors
leaking or internal electrical coil fault may cause this as well. Hi, i have holden viva its starts
fine when engine is cold after its engine warm up and i turn it off just cranks and not start again
needs stay for almost 2 hours and starts again and runs fine. I changed fule pump , crankshft
sensor , coolant temp sensor , coil pack and spark plugs but still problem is not solved. If you
checked for trouble codes and the problem was for a crank sensor, check the connections or
the wires; sometimes there's where the problem is. Also, download codes and see if there's still
one for the sensor or a pending one that can point to the problem. It's possible the timing chain
broke. You can remove the distributor cap and crank the engine. If the rotor doesn't move, the
chain broke. You can also check ignition timing using a timing light. I have a Dodge Decota pick
up. Was driving down the road truck was running fine all of a sudden I hear a loud pop come
from the engine the truck stopped running. It cranks but does not start. Could it be the timming
chain or belt or jumped time. I have no idea. If you still have no spark, you may have a problem
with a sensor. Although a faulty crankshaft position sensor can prevent the engine from
starting, the fault can be with the circuit. A pending code may give you some direction here.
BTW, make sure you have good fuel pressure, not just fuel flow. Have a 04 Saturn vue 3. No
difference. Still no start. Check for good spark and fuel pump are working properly. These are
the most common sources of trouble. If you haven't change the fuel filter in a year or more,
change the filter first. It might be clogged. I have a Chevy pickup. My current problem is that im

not getting any fuel past the filter into the engine, but everyrhing else looks good. The pickup I
have has a in it now we got from a graintruck it ran before we put it in the pickup. It cranks over
but doesn't start. The wires and firing order is the same. Is there any other cause for this? Again
it ran before we took it out of the grain truck and everything is hooked up. If you are getting
good spark, you might want to check the fuel pressure. A fuel filter is a possibility if you haven't
replaced it in more than a year or two. If your ignition key is getting stuck, make sure your
battery is fully charged and check the wheel lock cylinder. I have a Honda Accord se 2. Checked
timing. Valve cover gasket and tube seals fine. New spark plugs. Magically got it to star once.
Drove it. Idling rough, driving rough. Checked compression in all cylinders. Cleaned contacts
on Distributor cap. New spark wires. Currently looking at fuel filter, but it seems fine. Anyone
welcome to take a stab. Need to know what's wrong with my mistibushi diamonte 02 want crank
shift gears won't move key want come out but lights come on. Try rotating the engine manually
using a socket, ratchet extension and a breaker bar. Set the transmission to neutral. If it is too
tight, try removing the spark plugs, if it still too tight, theres something wrong in the assembly.
If it turns without much effort, check for a good spark and fuel pressure. Have a misfire on
number 4 piston disassembled the head and had a bend exhaust valve replaced the valve clean
the carbon on the pistons then assembly back car cranks but would not start and the engine
turn over like if is to tight.. Check all the fuses; there could be another blown fuse. Then make
sure you got spark, and fuel pressure. These are the most common reasons for a crank-no start
issues. If it doesn't crank, check the starter relay and connections to the starter motor and
battery terminals. If this is a rebuilt engine, you may need a new starter motor. But you may
want to make sure you got a good spark, and fuel compression. The problem could be in the
emission or fuel system. Maybe this other post can help. Specially, check the first section:. I
have a Mitsubishi Montero that has been having issues, it will start but sputters out when I
press the gas if I left off the gas it seems to pick up power for a couple seconds then stalls out
again, after 10 or 15 minutes of this I can finally get her to move and she seems to do fine, till
she has say for awhile then same deal all over again, I've checked the throttle body, air filter and
changed the fuel pump and fuel strainer, I got in her this morning she started right up I've tried
starting her while pumping the gas but no help, I don't even smell fuel at all. Any ideas where
else to check? I've also checked the spark plugs and wires and they are all nice and silver with
no signs of fouling. American auto manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing was very
competitive, and, through hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased dramatically. Thus,
the American Muscle Car was born. Many people purchasing RVs have no real camping
experience, so RV campgrounds are being inundated with requests for their people to do things
that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to perform their own site
maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can use a few simple
techniques to diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you without your ride
and, worst of all, with an expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on the electronic fuel
injection system eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are
eight simple tips to help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV campers know
what they need to do to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy
items that reflect your personality. What type of helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air
is annoying. Here is how you can find free air, and also how to set your tire pressure for the
best performance of your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your car? You'd be
surprised what you find out. What happens behind the scenes will shock you. Learn the
different signs of a bad alternator to make a faster diagnosis. You can make some repairs using
a few common tools. In , the East German government released the horrible Trabant car on an
unsuspecting Communist world. You don't need a lot of money to start selling classic cars, you
just need to buy the first car at a good price and then do it again. If you're thinking of buying a
classic VW Beetle, you need to know a few things beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to
be had is from someone who doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying the type of noise and
when it happens can help you diagnose your transmission problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto
Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving. Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles.
Automotive Industry. Automotive History. Related Articles. By Jerry Fisher. By Don Bobbitt. By
Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella. By John Dove. By
electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. Without further ado, here is the MPG of
our new motorhome. It was warm enough we had to run the dash AC a bit, but not too much. We
climbed several hills en-route and we battled some strong crosswinds through most of the
Midwest. Wind was average but not anything to complain about. We did not run the generator
during this part of the trip thanks to our solar and lithium technology upgrades. Maybe it was
more hilly and mountainous than our previous routes? Sadly, we rushed through this portion of
trip heading south from our Alaska Adventures. There are some hills but nothing that stood out

to me as a big mountain. How did I end up with such poor MPG? We have loads of thoughts on
Gas vs. If you know of that secret Class A motorhome that gets amazing MPG please share in
the comments below. Just wanted to say thanks for all the comments currently trying to decide
on purchasing a motorhome. My Rialta 22 RD gets between Our V10 Ford on a 22k chassis with
a 33 ft Fleetwood we drive at mph. So the speed is smooth, the RV is calm and quiet and the
engine just purrs. At that speed on mostly flat terrain we average 7. In the hills, it drops to We
researched all of this before buying. No shock â€” this info is everywhere. We bought this size
gas deliberately knowing all of this. My experience just confirms what I knew going in. We can
get service anywhere â€” even in the middle of nowhere. Yup â€” Ford trucks are common and
the V10 is used commercially all over â€” just look at you next UPS truck! Simply stated â€” do
your research. They are heavy. Designed to live in with complex systems riding down the
highway. Probably loaded with a bunch of your stuff. They are remarkable for what they give
you. By the way â€” that 40 ft cruising power boat uses 2 diesels and will be lucky to get you 1
mpg. What can you afford and what and where do you want to go? I drive a variety of speeds
conditions, loading, etc. It has great power and is a very smooth running engine. Installed in a
truck or van chassis not a heavy motorhome owners report this engine gets mpg. My best mpg
is driving at around 45mph mpg, but who want to drive this slow, especially on a two lane with
traffic? We live in Colorado and on I there is a whirlpool in the fuel tank gallons per mile when
climbing Vail Pass or the eastbound tunnel approach. At 80psi it improves by about. The gas
type makes a big difference too. However it is more expensive, partial throttle driving will see
better numbers with higher octane as the engine can advance the spark further before
detonation and improve the power at lower RPMs. At wide open throttle driving, it does not
matter, the engine will use the maximum spark advance anyway. Air resistance is the largest
loss of energy and improving the turbulence behind the coach with some fold out panels like
some of the tractor trailers are running on the trailer is going to be the best bang for the buck
improvement you can make to your setup for fuel economy. This is on my to try list and should
result in a mpg improvement. My wife and I have been full time for the last 14 months. We have
a Winnebago Voyage 38J. It has a workhorse w24 chassis, 8. Since we started our journey now
about 9, miles so far, the dash computer shows The coach fully loaded was weighed at 23,, we
tow a dolly with a Toyota Prius C, 2, for the car and 1, for the dolly. Gross weight combined
being 27, Coach GCWR is 30, so we are much under that. We cruise at 60 mph and the engine is
at 2, rpm on cruise control on interstate highways. Hi, I have owned 2 class cs, 3class as class c
was 30 ft Ford triton, 26 ft c ford triton ,Hated the screaming engine ,lack of power and mpg.
Class A 40 ft Americn Tradidition diesel pusher, p. American Eagle hp not uch more power than
the Got away from it for years ready to go again. No cab over, no gas small enough to drive
around every were. Took Pics. Hope this helps some undecideded. Late to the party but if you
want diesel like performance then get the Triton V10 centrifugal supercharger added. Delivers
more horsepower and at cruise delivers more fuel economy. If you find any visible mold
patches, use EPA approved sprays to kill the spores, disinfect all adjacent surfaces, and apply a
sealant when the area is completely dry for added protection against mold growth in the future.
My understanding is ford reduced the horsepower and increased the torque in the new engine.
The first time I checked the MPG we got about 6. The engine was new and I feel I made some big
mistakes in the mountains. I would set the Cruse and let it down shift and run high rpm up long
hills. Now when I am in a mountain area I turn CC off. We Just returned from a trip to corp of
engineres camping area. We had about 40 miles with some demanding long climbs. It did slow
down some peaking some of the long grades at MPH. I believe by not causing the trans
downshift, it would increase MPG. Checking the gas I fueled at home with a small pump I have
and filled the 80 gallon tank to where I could see the level at the filler and may have waisted
some fuel. I found I could get over 10 gals of additional full in after running about 50 miles from
fill up. This last trip was filled the same way and I used a total of The millage I covered was This
is a 38 foot MH on the new ford 26, lb chassis with the new V and new transmission. I am
running about 24,lbs with all my junk and towing a Kia Soulâ€¦â€¦about 2,lbs Combined CGVW
of almost 29,lbs The real issue here is the cost of ownership. My close friends have D Pushers
about the same length but weigh more on the D chassis. They are reporting MPG actual
millageâ€¦not reported by a dash board computer. Now lets look at the operational coasts of the
two. I am paying about. They are also having to add DFI as they fill up there tank. I do not think
there is much difference between the operational costs between the D and Gas MH. I am 72
years old. I will probably put , miles at the most before the keys are taken away from me. The
ford engine has a 50, mile waranty on itâ€¦. Probably more than cover my actual usage. I can
change my oil 7 QTs in the driveway. I can maintain the ford in my drive way. I change the oil
every milesâ€¦. The d Used about qts if I recall correctly. D MH are great and will tow a lot more
than mineâ€¦.. Probably good for , miles before major expense. I see a lot of folks buy a big MH

and do not put the miles on them that they though they would. There are a lot of very low
millage MH for sale by folks that thought they would use them more. In closing I do not think
there is much difference in operating cost between the D and Gas. I am out of space! Now
maintenance will kill you on a diesel if you keep up on it, you may even be negative on cost
getting to point A to point B. However you will recover all your expenses on resale on a diesel
over gas coach. If we pull a 18 ft trail with 2 motorcycles it only gets 12 mpg. Our via is a with
miles on it. We were looking to trade it for a thor outlaw with the v Douglas â€” are you telling
us an RV is expensive to own? But some experiences are worth the money. And folks make
choices. And if being outdoors, traveling, seeing new sights and going places suits folks â€”
sure beats sitting home worrying about a virus or anything else. Suggest this â€” if the entire
issue for you is cost â€” go and use a hotel. Or a tent. Life is a choice and if we can afford to
own an RV with all the negatives and positives â€” so be it. And heading back to our rv, warm,
comfy with all our stuff, my bed -not one I rent from Bill Marriott â€” priceless. We have an
awesome country â€” so much to see. Add Canada and a trip to Alaska. Our RV is the only way
to go. Hi, I have a Roadtrek Popular Love driving it. Dodge Third owner. I had it for over 13
years. Replaced the trans at around , with a used working one with , on it. The Dodge does not
burn or use oil! A few years ago, I took it with total 4 passangers for a three month trip â€” over
10, miles! No issues! Within the last 2, miles, I did decide â€” To replaced the tires, shocks,
brakes, ball joints, air-conditioning compressor, batteries. I keep it stored in the winter in a
heated and dehumitified controlded storage! No rust! Looks close to new on the outside. Plan to
go to Alaska for a two month round trip with 6 people total. I have gone on many one, two and
three week trips with 6 and and even seven people. I had extra seat belts installed! Right you
got it! Only one or two of us slepted in the Roadtrek! Just this weekend needed to have some
red angel put in my airconditioner and recharged! It blows cold air again like new! Now, for my
reason to make a comment! Within the last few weeks, I have been checking my mpg. All driving
was with the air off. In the past if I kept it at 55 mpg. I got as high as But, lately going 55 â€” you
create traffic problem in this area around the big cities. Actually, with the ventalation in the
Roadtreck and my added fans. We really do not need the air on to be comfortable! Which is
interesting because my wife like it so cool in our home! I put on a long sleeve shirt! Note: many
years ago, I slept in it 5 days a week â€” from May of one year to February of the next year.
Pushed the heater on, 15 minutes before I got up! All warm. I had to put my morning water in my
sleeping bag or it would freeze solid. I also, had business in 9 states! The Roadtreck was my
traveling office! Plus because it is only about Even in NYC! Dodge ! I picked this Chassis
because a good friend has been a mechanic forever working on trucks! I think he was right!
That being said, I had a 36 foot Dolphin with one slide out, pulling a 12 foot enclosed trailer with
my Road King inside and got 9. Sure wish I would have kept it! Dear Nikki and Jason: Love your
travel videos, especially the ones on Alaska. My wife and I drove to Alaska in June and we are
planning to return there in August, We are also considering buying our first motor home but will
probably go on this trip with our trusty Chevy Suburban with 44 gallon fuel tank and average 18
mpg V8 gas and motel it all the way. It turns out that I am considering an identical unit for us.
His reported mpg numbers look encouraging. Keep up your good work. If you can afford 6. I
have a Thor 32 foot Hurricane. We drove 5, miles, used gallons of gas and averaged 8. Our
friends had a 37 foot travel trailer and a diesel truck and averaged about I noticed a few
disturbing little quirks with this big yet beautiful unit. Rest assured we are taking it in to the RV
dealer we got it from today to have both issues addressed and taken care of. Deffinately many
more trips planned for us in the future. I purchased my first motor home this year. I owned a
dually with an 8. I also own a travel trailer. I think some mandated fuel economy standards in
this case would actually be of benefit, as customer demand has not convinced the
manufacturers to design for economy. I mean come on, the v10 is a relic from the 90s which
lacks direct injection, turbocharging, variable valve timing. Are you listening manufacturers?
Lets stop the with the 25 year old underpowered inefficient gasoline drivetrains. Some modern
turbocharged gasoline engines would be nice. Besides left over obsolete powertrains RVs have
horrible barn door aerodynamics, with lots of protrusions awnings, ac, etc. I got 9. So really the
most significant change was a different engine, and it made a big difference. Both trips involved
some hill climbing, but not mountains. We use cruise control all the time. We achieved So when
approaching a hill say in a 90km zone, speed up on the flat or downhill before the incline by kph
to give you the momentum to clear the hill without downshifting. This means increasing by a
couple hundred rpms before the hill, as opposed to one to two thousand or more going over the
hill. We have found with our Motorhome, the sweet spot for power is rpm, in this target zone, we
can climb most hills without downshifting. Figure out what it is for yours. Guess in short,
driving these things is not a spectator sport. You need to be engaged and figure out the best
way to achieve reasonable fuel economy. But one more is aerodynamic awareness. Pay

attention to weather and slow down into significant headwinds. The under carriage may have
room for cover plates etc. Less than 7 â€¦ pretty disappointing! I was looking at a ; 23 foot with
Ford V But gas milage is not so good! It would have been nice to see Thank you however for the
information that I was searching for. I have tried all different kinds of driving stiles from inching
up hills at 35 mph to playing with the gas peddle to make it shift gears to flat out just letting it
scream up the hill. I am very disappointed in the performance of this engine. Now be for you
ask, yes I just took it to the ford dealer when we got back from this trip had a long talk with the
service tech as to what was happing. So my quest for info is, I would like to hear from some
people with Class A motorhomes with the ford V10 what is you performance like do you wish at
time you had a diesel? Thank you. Robert, I have had two motor homes now. One a Workhorse
with the 8. I have put Banks exhaust kits on both. This may get you more getty-up on the hills.
My neighbor had the v and lost 2 motors before he found out they were plugged. One shop cut
them off and found a world of performance! I have also done the 5 star tune with my V Hope this
helps. Running about 65 mph, generator running and towing a golf cart I get around MPG. Best
of luck. Try a sloped nose RV with a similar V10 and you will see dramatic improvements in
economy. Also avoiding tailgaters sapping your rear is a must. Pay attention to wind conditions
and go slow when into a headwind. Good luck. Thank you for all this good information. Use the
fuel octane recommended by your manufacturer. In spite of the various claims on the internet,
higher octane fuel has one purpose and that is to reduce preignition. Any forced air induction
think turbo charging or high compression engine will require premium fuel. All others are
literally wasting your money. Plus there is no CO2 sensor in your car. There is an O2 sensor and
it is located in the exhaust, not the intake. As mentioned, octane is strictly for pre-ignition and
on a Triton V10 designed with a lower compression ratio, will achieve nothing positive. In fact, it
will give you LESS performance. Also, there is no such thing as a C02 sensor, let alone a CO2
sensor on an engine. Actually there is some merit to what he has stated. Octane level is not the
only difference between Premium and regular unleaded fuels. My son is a chemist and works for
one of the large oil companys. To Eric and Zed Actually Carlos is right and you both are wrong.
Modern engines have knock sensors that detect when an engine begins to knock from
pre-ignition. The information is sent to the computer and the timing will be retarded until the
knock pre-igniton is eliminated. To get the best mileage you want the timing advanced as far as
possible without pre-ignition. By using a higher octane gasoline the timing can be advanced
farther and better mileage obtained. Whether the mileage increase is worth the extra price for
the premium gas will depend on your vehicle. I have had some vehicles that benefited more with
premium fuels then did others. I think you are being a little rough on Carlos. I agree he was
confused about a CO2 sensor but then again both of you were wrong about the significance of
octane rating and premium fuels. Maybe you should be banned from using the internet. John, I
appreciate your comments with maybe a little confirmation bias because those are exactly the
conclusions I had reached. That said, engines are designed with a maximum possible amount of
spark advance, and some may already be maximized for what happens on 87 octane. In that
case, they would achieve no benefit from premium fuel. Engineering question: What is the
failure mode of a knock sensor? If it fails outright or gets weak, does the ECM default to more
advance allowing knock , or retard losing power? I would like to say Thank to The Wynns for all
you fantastic informative videos. My wife and I are selling our home and almost everything we
have accumulated over 60 years and are going to full time RV and enjoy what time we have left
in the wonderful USA. Fuel economy is very important to us and many others who live on fixed
incomes, so trying to choose between a MH or a 5th wheel is a headache causing decision.
Hello Jason and fellow readers. I already know that RVing is the cheapest way to travel. The
idea of going into debt to buy it is scary but I realize it is the only way my wife and I will be able
to do the traveling we want to do. I have been looking at RVs for several years and have been
doing a lot of dreaming. Who knows what tomorrow will bring. Then again, none of us are
promised tomorrow. Your Mom and I had planned to travel and see this beautiful country we live
in but our health began to fail and we just got too old. We waited too long. I will let you know
how it all works out. Thanks for listening and I hope to see you on the road. Thank you for your
insight. Hey David, my husband and I went from a 5th Wheel to an A class motor home because
of our fur babies. Having to move them from the pickup to the 5th wheel was nerve racking for
me, every time we stopped. In our MH, they are in their kennel, secured. We have been to all
lower 48 and planning a trip to Alaska this summer. Happy trails. V In the works. Hope to
purchase in two weeks from friend who no longer uses. We started out in a 28 foot travel trailer.
Up to a 35 foot fifth wheel. Alaska in a 24 foot Coachman Travel Trailer pulled by 7. Three dogs.
Thus the upgrade to motor home. More accessibility and still room to Voyage with a friend or
two. Hate motels because even pet friendly ones are often not so price wise friendly. Nothing
better than a cup of morning coffee with three pups in a campground in the Yukon or Alaska! Hi

Mark, Just found this column looking for RV gas mileage and agree totally with you. We were
brought up camping. My Mom and Dad went until he was diagnosed with asbestosis a few years
after retiring from an oil company. He died at Nothing else was wrong with him. But he did
everything he could till his last breath. Please do as your Dad said. I was just blessed with an 11
year old slightly used 23 ft. Also, by having a smaller, simpler rig, I could probably drive it
cheaper, easier and longer. Hope to see you on the road. Just love all these stories of hope and
inspiration. You only go around once. Listen to your Dad. Blue book val looks about right. Said
milage and reliability not there; get a diesel. I had a Coachmen 22qbc I purchased new in It had
a 6 litre LS motor with a 4L80 trans. I liked the truck despite some coach issues. Power was ok.
This was the best truck I ever owned. It had exelent power. Would pull hills effortlessly and was
disturbingly powerful when emptyâ€¦it got 8. I also drive aggressively Once again the family
grew and u traded it in for a 32 foot forest river bunk house. This is the most beautiful truck i
owned but have had an endless list of quality issues some still not resolved i wanted a chevy
chassis but its not avail. I end up with a ford v 10 and a 5speed. This is the worst engine trans
combo ever!!!! I have gotten 5. No matter what driving style or speed. It cant pull a hill with my
trailer. And barely pulling the wrangler.. I have every gallon of fuel documented in every vehicle
i have ever owned since â€¦ horsepower and 6 mpg. They should have used the eco-boost
motor and maybe it would get better economyâ€¦ I would like to add power but not at the cost of
voiding the warentee. Sorry for the rantâ€¦. I vote for the rough roads being the primary reason
for poor fuel economy in Alaska. My F work truck is about half the weight of your motor home
and is diesel powered, but I see serious loss of fuel economy on even moderately rough roads.
We recently purchased a Winnebago Fuse 23a. It is a 24 ft rv that is on the Ford Transit chassis.
We are averaging between 14 and 15 mpg at 70 mph. Other owners report getting 19 mpg at
speeds between 55 and We have no problem cruising up inclines and most of time, it doesnt
even downshift. It is a smaller coach but i love that diesel engine. Thanks for sharing. Good to
know the gas mileage. Thanks for posting. We just bought a Newmar On our first trip we drove
almost miles and averaged just over 8 mpg checking tank fillup not by computer. It was fitted
with the newer 6 speed and hp V Rarely downshifted when going over overpasses towing a Mini
Cooper. Had an imaginary issue about the door being hard to close, which turned out to be the
seal was new and needed some use before flattening out a bit. The tech people told me to take it
anywhere I chose if the problem continued and send Newmar the bill. This was a much different
experience than our last Motorhome that was like pulling teeth to get warranty work done. Great
articles WITH great info. Towing a 43 foot toy hauler with motorcycle in back with our Dodge
Ram Last year, leaving Florida, heading up to Michigan via Memphis, upstate New York, Boston,
and back home, we got exactly 10 mpg even. Thanks for all the help! We have a new Jayco
Alante 31v 32ft long , have driven it over 2k miles and have gotten decent gas mileageâ€¦decent
for a gasser at 7. All of these miles have been in southern Indiana fairly flat then in the hills of
Kentucky and Tennessee, and the gas mileage keeps increasing! We do not tow but we head
out with a full fresh water tank and people and all their stuff. Thank you very much for your
information we have had 4 different campers from high end 5th wheels yo class a gas hogs and
have been doing reserch for 2 years for going up to a deisel pusher havnt decided still but we
average about 6 with oir 40 foot gas and if deisel is same milage we might end up staying with
gas, deisel has mor torc but gas has way more get up and go, still dont let other people deter u
from posting helpful info, some people know everything lol. Someone may have said this in the
comments already, but possibly in Alaska they constanly use winter blend fuel, which causes
lower fuel economy. I have a Silverado and I go from 11 to 9mpg when the switch happens in
late fall and back up in early fall. Yes Sir. My job was to treat fuel every year as a fuel especialist,
and all fuel are treated for winter.. Hi, I drive a truck for a living, but I also have an RV. In my
travels I have come to the conclution that you need to get 5 miles to the gallon of diesel to break
even with the cost between it and gas. With that diesel engines will last longer. If you would like
more info feel free to write me. I think it is a shame that your entire motor home experience is
based on fuel economy! Take a month-long trip by any other means: fly out and rent a car; drive
the whole trip in your Smart car and stay in hotels; etc. Take your time, stay a few days in each
location, enjoy the trip and the experience. Park for three days, and fuel is ZERO! We drive miles
per day, then stop early, and stay awhile if we like the area. Bottom line: fuel economy would
change that number very little, even if we jumped up to 10mpg â€” which is NEVER going to
happen!! My recommendation is to stop counting, and start enjoying the trip! I am not sure what
gave you the impression that we based our whole experience on fuel economy. We spent 6
years full time RVing ad loved it allâ€¦and documented much of it here on this site. We share
information like this to help others. My exact thoughts! You have an entire website with a lot of
interesting material and one article on fuel economy?! It also gives me perspective on future
RVs I may consider. Enjoying your site and videos. Thanks for sharing those comparisons. I

bought a 32 foot bounder last fall and plan to go to the desert in the winter. But I have been
stressing about the poor gas mileage. Still a great lifestyle. Performance not considered in this
thread,. My first saleman told me,not to worry about mileage,because when time come,you will
have the money for FUEL. Hello to the Wynns! I have ordered a F with a V I did this because my
current truck with a Cummins had a contaminated fuel issue and blew 3 injectors. My wife and I
will be picking the truck up in Wisconsin and driving pretty much your exact route to Haines to
catch the ferry in September. The fuel economy was a thought but its a one time only trip so
whatever will be will be. My question is, how was the power? Empty I should weigh close to
what you do but I will have a 6. Did you ever feel like the power was inadequate? Your input
would be much apprectiated! My boat gets 2 mpg, sad to say but if gas is a issue you may have
to stay away from RVs. Plus do the math on not staying in a nice hotel that will ease the pain. I
am going drive the Rouge seperately about mpg and hope, by slowing down to 60mph max, I
will get much better mileage on the rv. Let you know. It will be a lot more convenient not
towing!!! Tow the SUV! This is about miles. Towing you got 8. This means the RV would have to
get about 11 MPG with no towing just to beat the gas consumed while towing. Doubtful you
would get anywhere near this. In fact, you would have to get far more than 11 MPG to make it
worth driving separately because there is wear and tear on the SUV that is incurred while
driving that is not there when towing oil, tire wear, etc. The biggest factor pointing to you towing
vs driving separately is that you and your wife must be apart during the entire trip if you drive
both vehicles and cannot converse about the beautiful scenery. That alone will cost you more
than anythingâ€¦. PS: most V10 triton engines on rigs are fairly insensitive to towing. I recently
purchased a thor majectic from cruise ameria and love it. Big congrats on the purchase! Happy
camping and do let us know how your performance is in a few months! I can save you the
tripâ€¦ MPG will be about 8. Enjoy the trip though. In fact MPG will be 7 ish if tow and under 9
with no tow. I have owned twoâ€¦ A class C 29 footer and now a 27 ft class A. MPG is virtually
the same in bothâ€¦.. The has an extra gear and is a bit smoother but both rigs got almost
identical MPG. Masking this is the fact that the class A is heavier so engine technology allows
the newer engine to get same mileage with heavier unit but tow or no tow only results in about 2
MPG difference in newer rigs. It still beats a house payment, its fun and in my opinion if you
need to worry about mpg them maybe stick to other means of transportation. I recently
purchased a Triple E Commander with a v10 and 55, miles. On its first trip we were in a rush and
drove 75 and avg 6. Hi, really like your website, loads of valuable information and opinion! Can
you, or anyone, recommend the best way to go? One reason, MPG. To get the upgrades we
would like to have would be such a large unit that we could not get it into a lot of the places we
would like to go. We have a 33ft. We just got to the Oregon coast after miles of all terrain travel.
We averaged 7. Across level ground we averaged about 8. We boondock along the way so keep
the fresh water full. Have food for two plus weeks and drag a VW beetle on a car dollie behind. I
feel great any time I average over 7 mpg. GVWR lbs. I talked to various new V owners and many
say gas mpg increases quite a bit after break in. I have owned 4 RVs since I find the key to good
mpg is less weight. Travel light and choose a good dingy. We will soon depart on our long term
adventure with the new Motor home and we will share our mpg statistics. The below 7 mpg has
me concerned. Most newer V owners claim 9 mpg. GvWR 22, I have never got better than 6. I
wouldnt believe any claims of a chip getting that high of mpg. Good luck, safe travels. I have
purchased 3 chips for 3 different units. None ever paid for its self. You will not get 9 on a class
A even a short one of 27 ft even with a newer model V10 nor would you get it on one dating back
to about I know as have owned both, Towing you will get This has been true for almost 20 years
for this engine. The good news is that this is a bullet-proof brute of an engine but MPG is
relatively low whether you tow or not. How can you afford to live this way I have always wanted
to my self but can seem to break free of the We have a whole section dedicated to just that. In
the menu bar under blog, you will see a Make Money and Travel option. They were only built
from , and then they stopped the MH line when the factory burned. Ours is a , the upgraded
version. Its built on a Ram frame and many of them , like ours, have the legendary 5. Worst, 13
going 75 iwith the AC. I suspect it could be better if we drove Havent towed anything yet, but
plan to pull an aluminum 2 horse trailer, max weight we be We will see how that goes! Our gal.
Anything that size with V10 triton gas will get you about 7. It is what it is. There was a time when
owning a diesel was not only affordable to purchase, but they were cheap to operate. That was
15, 20 years ago. Much different story today: gas is significantly cheaper to operate, purchase,
insure and maintain. Been a diesel-head my whole life but the tables have turned. A twin-turbo
6. My 2 cents. You might be able to squeeze. My wife and I retired a few years ago. I was looking
at Class A motorhomes and could not get many answers to the MPG questions or many other
questions about which brands are better than others. I decided to get a part time job
Transporting new motorhomes to the dealers. I have now been doing this for 2 years. I have put

well over , Miles on a wide variety of mostly Class A motorhomes of all makes and sizes both
Gas and Diesel. I can tell you now that length does not matter. The gas ones get about 7. I do
not have a tow vehicle so I cannot comment on how that would effect your MPG. I also have lots
of thoughts about Quality of Manufacture but would be somewhat afraid to post this as I would
probably lose my job if it were reveled who I was. I will use a made up name on here to protect
myself, but if asked direct questions I will try to answer them. I love your videos and hope you
continue to post motorhome ones. I will watch your sailing ones as you continue in that
adventure. Thanks for sharing! You most certainly can post anonymously and I am sure our
fellow readers would love to hear your what your favorite coaches areâ€¦I know I am curious.
Ok, your turn. Hi saw your post. Would you please share your experience regarding quality of
motor homes? Hi George. Did you check out the RV Shopper series? My wife and I have had a
class c for a few years. Think of upgrading to either a fifth wheel, or a Class A motorhome
around 27 ft. MPG around 8 at best. Weighs just over 11, lbs. I tow a two door Jeep Wrangler
that weighs just under 4, lbs. I too drive under 60 mph as this yields the best mpg. When towing
I average just under 15 mpg and when not towing average a little over 18mpg. I made a three
week trip to New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and PEI without towing the jeep and had no trouble
maneuvering through any areas or being able to park. Great size and very affordable for travel.
We just started researching and looking at motor homes and are learning a lot from your videos.
We were out looking today and came across a gorgeous fifth wheel that was a toy hauler. Also I
know you pull your car behind your motor home but do you hear of many people getting a rental
car at their stops instead of pulling a car? I would think a rental car would be really inconvenient
but wanted to ask. Just trying to learn as much as we can?. Thank you! Has anyone try to use a
chip to get better milage? Banks Power want you to change the exhaust, but it only improves
the torque of drive train. They rather deal with diesel engines. Good information for my next
buy. I have had a couple of motor homes now and searching for a little bigger one. However, on
my ventures out west I have found that sometimes finding diesel fuel is a bit difficult on the
back roads. I get around 7 and 8 with my class C gas. We average Trailer usually weighs around
18, pounds with our Harley in the back. The truck weighs around 10, lbs we carry an extra 91 gal
of diesel in the bed so we total about 28, pounds going down the road. This is our third trailer
â€” first one was a small tent trailer we towed behind our Goldwing motorcycle for a couple of
coast-to-coasts that was a lot of work and HOT in the summer. Your videos are well done and I
usually learn a thing or two from them. You have inspired us to buy our first motorhome. Our
plan is to tour the US with our 2 cats, so decided on something larger. We just bought a used
Challenger, 34 ft. Our family is scattered across the country, so we will be visiting them as well.
Jason, your tips are invaluable. Thank you for providing them to us novices. USA, here we
come! Your website is great! We have a 22 foot Winnebago Rialta QD. It has a V6 engine and
gets reliably 15 to 18 miles per gallon. Any ideas? Frank Campbell. Our lowest MPG was approx.
Average is about Our coach is always loaded to the gills and we flat tow a PT Cruiser. So I am
sure you have been asked this question many times â€¦.. Seriously, tho, who gets this lovely
home next? Planning on upgrading frm class c 4Winds to class A. Your information sure does
provide plenty to think about. Actually, we were leaning toward Fleetwood Bounder before
coming across your blog. We have watched most of your recent videos and enjoyed them very
much. We just bought a Winnebago and we hope to travel more now that we are retired. Your
videos along with others have helped tremendously to avoid rooky mistakes and know more
about what to expect on the road, thanks! Hello, in my motor home I use an Ultra gauge to
watch real time fuel economy. It helps to see what really effects your mileage. Just my 2 cents.
However, when I changed the oil for the first time, I switched to synthetic Amsoil after much
research. With no other changes, our MPG went from up 1 to 1. You might want to give it a try if
you find yourself in another gas coach. For me, the benefits FAR outweighed the loss of space.
Free parking, like, everywhere. Sailing is a whole different deal. I can put you in touch with the
most frugal sailors on the planet â€” but safety should be your main concern. Some good prices
on used boats in FL. But when you are alone out there, at night, and something goes wrong or
bad folk come creepingâ€¦ whoa. Not cool. Nikki and Jason, I spent quite a bit of time going
through your blog this weekend and just think it is fantastic. I posted a few times previously and
may have sounded negative but actually appreciate all your sharing. I admit I was disappointed
to hear of your leaving the RV world per se. I hoped to one day soon meet you camping! Best
wishes though on your future adventure. I camped overseas in New Zealand one summerfantastic. Thank you for sharing your opinions on all things RV and about your lives. Grand
information, Your going to find fuel savings when you move onto the Catamaran. This year. I
had mine reset on my gas class-a-. It will increase mpg, make the transmission shift better
according to speeds and hills. I had it done also on a Chevy pickup and gained mpg around
town with a engine and better on the highway. Also my motorhome has a Onan generator which

eats 1 gallon of gas per hour. So what I gained on mileage probably went to the generator. I
gained mpg highway on my motorhome. Well this is what I have been puzzled about. Figured it
was the wind. We got 8 to 10 MPG darting around the country. Any one have any Idea why from
to my mileage has been almost halved. Off to the side I have a ram truck with a cummins that
gets 7 mpg compared to similar truck but older, a ram with same cummins that would get 20
mpg. Prices are down but individual consumption is up. Hey Jonathan. The average mpg for a E
v10 base vehicle is 8. One aspect of RV mileage is the efficiency of the chassis alone or, in
different forms such as vans, etc. Additionally, the wind resistance, travel speed and geography
impact mpg too. After hanging out on RV forums discussing MPG for four years, I have learned
that most class A motorhomes get mpg with a few outliers in the mpg range if small diesel
models View, Vesta, etc. Gas models seem to get at most about 4mpg less than the diesel
counterpart but then again in much of the country diesel fuel is more. Towing trailers with gas
versus diesel is also about 2 mpg difference. My current tow average is 12mpg Airstream with
other owners posting similar mpg with a gasser or around with a diesel. Love your
videos,please know they are very,very helpful and fun to watch. I guess I missed the part when
you switched from your diesel pusher to your new gas Bounder. Why did you switch? I have to
admit I am more confused than ever. I have spent the last 5 years in a small class b Islander RV.
The wife and I are both retired and want to upgrade,we tow A 4 thousand pound aluminum North
River boat in the spring and summer,the boat and trailer are 29 feet long so the largest RV we
can get is 36 feet need to stay no more than 65 feet. I have spent 18 months doing research but
you switched from deisel to gas. Great job making your videos. You have helped our family pick
our first RV. Love it!!! I think the people at Forest River paid attention to your blog. Keep up the
good work. God Bless both of you in your travels:. I hope all the mfrs. Congrats on your
purchase. There is no doubt that diesels do better in the same shape motorhome. But
aerodynamics matter too. I bet a Ford gas motor in the Avanti or Vesta would do better than the
Bounder. Maybe only 1 MPG better, who knows. But better. Apparently the motorhome buying
public does not want to pay for streamlining. With the two aero FREDs, did you ever feel a loss
of interior or storage space due to the streamlining? I was looking forward to those numbers.
Yesâ€¦a bit disappointing. Love your site. I just had a couple come in for the second time, very
likely buyers , they told me about your website and I like it. I am in the SF Bay Area. I cost of
living is so high here that I find a lot of people come in thinking about giving up their apartment
and buying one of our previously enjoyed motorhomes. They want to know where you live if you
stop paying for it so they can come over and repossess it. Tulsa to st. George, it, : Nov. V 10,
pulling tow dolly with Jeep Grand Cherokee, 6. This trip is mostly a continuous climb to the
Contental Divide, then to plus, and back to ft. I maintained a 55 to 65 max speed, and off cruise.
Cruise will eat fuel as it will downshift way too early. Wow guys! Good to read. Thanks for your
insights and comments regarding RV travels. As my wife and I embark on our first RV adventure
in an 07 Coachmen Mirada, I am trying to keep all the tips and tricks in my head to make the trip
enjoyable and memorable. Our travels took us from Ohio to Idaho. We ran the generator as well
as the dash air and our toad weights in just over 4, lbs. Our best mileage was 7. We did use
Lucas Gas Treatment and I feel it really helped and with the lower torque of the V10 you can
almost feel the improvement when pulling long steep upgrades. I do not work or receive any
benefit from Lucas. They are only 20 to 26 ft. I have been following you on FB and have enjoyed
your articles. Of course when traveling in the flatlands of the south versus your trip to Alaska
with mountains and altitude you expect worse gas mileage. Glad you guys are back in WiFi
connect and getting your post out more consistently. LOL I think your original post on the
subject still hits all the points people go back and forth on. I love my Bounder same engine and
chassis as yours and over the first miles have averaged 6. The short trip I did with it installed
the engine performance was quite a bit different. I think the difference with all things added into
a year of cost between the two MPG, Maintenance, and fuel cost per gallon , you would see not
much difference in total money spent. Then I just go where the family wants to go to enjoy our
lovely coach and fun adventures. I have said this before but will say it again, My gas bounder is
just as quiet and just as fuel efficient sitting in a RV park or state park enjoying the great
outdoors and family time than any other diesel parked next to me. Get out and have fun in
travels no matter what you ownâ€¦. I had a friend that got it tuned up for the best mileage
possible not sure exactly how they did it but he had a founder motorhome 35 foot and was
getting right around 12 and a half to 13 miles per gallon. Made 6MPG with no tow and barely
loaded with stuff. No full tanksâ€¦ I hated it, drive it 20 minutes and stopped told hubby he could
have it. I would look for a Diesel one for me. A year later found one. We made Much smoother,
quieter ride. I drive it and love it. I do keep engine updated. The very first trip we ever made in
the RV we only made 4. The engine had never had any updates. Hoping to move into a bigger
RV in a year, again will be diesel. I enjoy reading your adventures. I ride a motorcycle and with

friends we do long rides across Canada and the USA. We also travel in a Bounder 33C We
purchased it this summer while trading in a Winnebago Sightseer also 33 feet. The Winnie was
lighter 18, but had the same size engine and we towed the same car we are towing nowâ€¦a
Honda Civic. I thought the newer rig with better injection and more valves would be better, not.
The Bounder is surely heavier, 22, We travel with minimum water and even fill the gas only
when I feel we have too, to conserve weight. Alas, all to no avail. During these timesâ€¦the
Bounder is getting great gas mileageâ€¦parked. We do enjoy the creature comforts of the
Bounder. I feel your pain. I get 15mpg towing it with a Ford Exploder. Soâ€¦ I guess you have to
determine if my one room, one bed, bathroomless wonder is worth saving the money or if you
are really enjoying the extra luxury and storage you have. One Question though: I the past you
have always averaged the smart cars mileage into the RV mileage. So considering all the driving
to crazy excursions, how does the MPG calculate if you throw in the Smart Car? Oopsâ€¦ never
mind, I see in an earlier post you said you get 20 if the smart car is averaged inâ€¦. I really enjoy
your site! Been camping since I was in diapers, tents, then pickup campers, and then 5th wheel
trailers after marriage n a couple kids. I had never stayed in a paid campground till I was in my
late 30s. This year we decided to get a class A motor home. Picked up a really nice used Fleet
wood Escape 34 foot Cummins Diesel. I feel very good about my mileage now that I have read
your articles â€” getting 8. And I guess I have a lead foot, case the only time she sees 60 is
going up a long steep grade or the speed limit dictates it. I will have to try slowing down and see
what it gets on our next trip. Traveling in the motor home is SOO much more comfortable than
towing a 5th wheel trailer! I drive a Allegro diesel Caterpillar and averaged 9. Mini Cooper. Keep
up the great work, love your articles and videos! What has happened with the diesel engine and
the emissions controls has caused major changes to the diesel industry. I drive a Sprinter van
for work daily. The maintenance costs from the diesel emissions control equipment is negating
almost all economic benefits of running a diesel versus a gas engine without considering
upfront cost, since there is no gas option from Mercedes. Hey thanks so much for the updates,
all the best to you and Nikki and look forward to seeing more new stuff! I drove 60 mph on I
going east. We have lived full time in our Beaver Santiam. Since we started have I been tracking
fuel economy. We get 7. We started out flat towing a Jeep Wrangler, but now have an enclosed
trailer. MPG stayed the same even with the higher weight. We drive a lot in the mountains in the
western US. The roof of the trailer is covered with solar panels watt. Diesel is for sure the way to
go. Both for ease of driving torque and MPG per pound moved. Not holding my breath as that
seems a bit high. Thanks Nikki and Jason for sharing your adventures and experiences within
the RV lifestyle. When it comes to RV mileage, I have seen the problem and it is us. So, we all
can do some do some things to improve the mileage of our rigs. Slow down. The closer to 45
the better. Monitor the traffic ahead and the signals to reduce braking. No Jackrabbit starts.
Reduce weight by not filling all of the tanks and storage compartments. Keep the tires properly
inflated. Turn off the engine when possible. They all keep a little more money in our pockets.
Drive like you are about out of gas and there is not a gas station in sight. Relax and enjoy the
view. We are getting MPG, even in mountains smallish up and down Rt 81 for example. Read
that you got a lemon? Hope to see you out on the road! Love, Peace and music, Bob. Started
following your adventures when we saw you camped out at Cabellas in Anchorage-our home.
We have a Georgetown on a workhorse chassis with the chevy 8. Bought it to make sure We
could pull the boat, 4 place snowmachine trailer, etc. I am getting 7. My coach is 32ft long and
about 16, lbs. Slowing down makes a huge difference. This is also why your Avanti and Vesta
did so well besides being diesels , they both had much more aerodynamic front caps, which
seem to be out of style now days, probably because it eats up useful interior room in the front
cab overhead bunks etc. I really like the design of your Vesta, aerodynamic, diesel, modern
interior design, I would probably have tried get a used one if they had made a bunk model, but
we have two kids and needed bunks. Too bad they quit making them, perhaps that kind of
design will return in the future. There is a guy on the IRV2 forums that has bought more
motorhomes on the last couple years than most do in a lifetime. You guys really need to get
Fleetwood to trade out your Bounder for the same exact model with the 6-speed so we can get
an awesome head to head review of the differences ;. I have had the 5startuning programming
for half the mileage which has made no difference in fuel economy but reduced the engine noise
and driver fatigue. We mostly do not tow. When we do it makes little difference in fuel econ.
Enjoy your posts, thanks. It performs very well on hills as well. But it would be very small for a
fulltime traveler. It works well for our purposes. It was fun to see your perspective on areas I
know well and the areas we were visiting that I had never been to or only been to a time or two.
We bought a used Georgie Boy diesel pusher and drove up from Indiana. We amazingly
averaged 10 mpg on this 36 footer towing a Nissan Altima. It cruised up the mountains with no
problem and we were traveling with my cousin in a gas 25ft Flair. We drove circles around them,

well not literally but we would have to stop every hour and wait for them to catch up to us
though through the Yukon. Happy travels. You guys are awesome! What you do for the RV
community in sharing your lives and expenses living and traveling in the RV has help guide so
many to make an educated decision. I had to chuckle a little in reading your MPG and cost. I just
purchased an older Monaco Dynasty. I expect to get between 7 and 8 MPG but the comfort level
is hard to beat. It is the 42 ft Diamond 4. Thanks so much for the love JD! I do hope we see you
rolling down the road! We did the Alaska trip this year also. In fact we saw your rig in one of the
campgrounds we stayed at. The toad combination is almost max for the rig. Our trip was 10,
miles long from Northeast Indiana and back and took us 11 weeks. We got 6. We tow a Smart
Car as inspired by the Wynns. Tire pressure monitored by Pressure Pro. Okay, for the gas
mileageâ€¦6. It is a bit of a beast to park this thing, but man is it comfortable! Thank you SO
much for your efforts here â€” I have been battling with my sister about trading in my Roadtrek
RS Adventurous to get a class A but after this, no way. Stay safe and happy out there! We travel
at 65 mph routinely. We just finished a mile trip and averaged a solid 8 MPG a low of 7. I just
watched a video for the new Winnebago Adventurer and they mention that it now has a 6 speed
transmission also mention of a brake. Wonder if that will help to address some of the gas RV
woes. Diesel is the only way to go with something this size I think. Is it possible that that is the
biggest reason for the cost difference? I mean that is the basic difference between them right?
Maybe you two could use your connections to find out the cost of the two chassis. Why is there
sooooo much difference? How big is your home? Love your posts guys! The power is decent
though. These are relatively low cost performance upgrades that do squeeze up to 1. The
transmission decent control is excellent for a gasser. You guys are great! Thanks for the
motivation! You seem to be very settled on Class A motorhomes which all seem to have low
mpg figures. I did almost exactly your Alaska Trip this same summer towing a 30 ft fifth wheeel
behind a Dodge deisel pickup. As far as the trip goes I only did the Canadian and Alaska
portions. My average MPG was around License requirements vary from state to state so you will
want to check with your local DMV. As Texas residents we need a class C license for any rig
over 26,lbs. A 24 ft RV. You suggested we look at the Fleetwoods, we did. Now the 36E is the
same as the Bounder 35K, just reversed of sofa set up, the L sofa is upfront for the 36E and that
would work for us, except we need a table. Would you know why? The salesmen did not know
why it says that in the brochure, but said we could probably switch it afterwards. Needless to
say we did not buy yet, since having a table instead of the booth is a must have, my sister
cannot slide into a booth. I appreciate any knowledge you might have on it. I tried to call
Fleetwood but they are closed. Thanks, Carol. Hey Carol, the best way to know if a manufacture
will make a swap for you is to contact them directly and ask. Also, if you have not looked at
Newmar and Winnebago maybe do a quick online check. I have seen some interesting layouts
from both that would work well for two individuals. We generally drive between 65 and 70 miles
per hour. Ha guys, we are buying a new class A MH in the range of 36 ft. With the gasser you are
in now have you had any problems in the mountains, AKA climbing and or over heating
problems. Are you happy with the gas or will you be going back to diesel? We are full timers, we
roll slow only move about once every two weeks. Thanks so much for any input. Safe Travels
Bobby and Jenny Warner. Workhorse chassis with the 8. I run between 60 and 65 mph and get a
steady 7 mpg driving around Southern California. I bought a ScanGauge a few months ago and
took a drive about 35 miles away to get new tires on the coach. Without the Jeep in tow, I
registered an average of 9. Thanks for your blog and keep the info and stories coming!!
Regards, Howard. I think the journey is as important as the destination. The ride of a diesel and
better mileage is a consideration. Do you think you will go back to a diesel? Have you looked at
the Tiffin Allegro Breeze models? If you have looked at these, whats your take? I recently
purchased a Fleetwood Discovery Cummins 5. I follow your blog and see that you switched to a
gas Bounder from bot you previous diesels. Two questions:. Did you pick the Fleetwood
because of a superior build and quality? Next year my family of 4 is switching to full time rving.
We are starting local as my husband will still be working until we make all modifications to live
off the grid. Why did you go with a motor home? Why have you been through so many? Thank
you for your time. You should look at all options and see which types have the best livability for
your needs. Whoa, that is a huge jump. Thanks for the tips and keep us in the loop if you can.
Was wondering how the RV is holding up and if you had any issues or repairs done since you
picked it up. Rv bugs in new units are always fun to deal with. I did like the tire repair video!!!!
Now that you guys have been driving the Bounder for a bit, do you prefer the Bounder over the
Excursion? Diesel vs Gas? Also final drive Axel ratios. Dd13 liter 10 speed manual. At hundred
miles a day its over 10 thousand dollars a year in my employers benefit. I realize that its apples
and oranges with rv and class 8 5 Axel otr trucks but Axel ratios and fuel savings rule. Speaking
of gas mileage, I was wondering. I suspect you might be using your cruise control a lot, which

would explain the relatively poor fuel mileage. When we first started our travels I used the cruise
control virtually all the time. My average back then was around 6. On one trip, the cruise control
quit working. I tow a Saturn L Most of our trips are from Texas to Maine to Colorado and home.
Most of our trips are from late-May to late-October. I typically drive 60 to 65 mph. The lowest
mpg was 5. The best was 8. I typically limit my driving to about miles a day. Enjoy your posts.
We bought new and this what we could afford at the time. Are you doing a honest critique on
gas versus diesel? Thanks for column. We are traveling seeing the U. Please send me your
direct or private email address so I can tell you about an exciting project in which I am involved
that I think you will be very interested in â€” especially reading your comments about the low
mpg and the high fuel costs you are experiencing in your new Fleetwood Bounder. Cheers, Alex
Major â€” fellow nomad;- P. I am developing renewable aviation fuel, hence the Green Flight
Foundation address. Hey Alex. You can do anything you set your mind to. One of the major
concerns with a diesel are the repairs. Can you provide some info on all the major repairs you
needed to make related to engine over the years? Also how many miles did you rack up before
the repairs were needed? That is a very detailed question that is not a short simple answer. In
the planning process of getting an RV and finding your videos both entertaining and
informative. So in the big Gas vs Diesel debate I decided to put some numbers to your fuel
economy. Based on National Fuel Price averages of 2. If you spent 30K more to get a diesel you
would need to travel K miles to breakeven in fuel savings. We tow a Lifted and optioned for off
road Jeep Wrangler 4 door. I reset the main trip computer in the driveway at home and show an
average speed of 66 MPH which included some serious mountains, both up and down and have
an average MPG for the trip so far of 9. At almost every stop I now find diesel less expensive
than gasoline and even better with my Flying J discount card. I expect that with the flatter roads
between here and home we should be in the 9. I would be careful using the trip computer. Total
milage on coach is and this trip is all but miles of that. We are also seeing that Diesel fuel West
of the Mississippi is plus or minus 20 cents from regular gas average 3. We did run the
generator about 15 hours while camping at Crater Lake National Park which used some fuel not
sure how to figure that out. I guessing it will not be a lot different since our out and about
driving in the jeep gets better milage than it was in the F did. Love our coach, have had it almost
two years now. We had a good fuel economy mpg. Picked up a Newmar Ventana DP big
difference better ride with air suspension fuel economy is mpg and build quality is superior. I
know this post is about fuel economy, but what do you think of the driving dynamics of the Ford
F53 chassis? Just setting up our website but we have decided on and in the process of
purchasing a Bounder 33C. We also have 2 cats and are wondering where you have found the
best place for the kitty litter? The guy would usually sputter with shock and then ask how on
earth he managed it. You lie about it. The first was from Arizona to Orange County Ca and back
about 1, miles. Mileage there and back My second trip was from Arizona to Utah and back about
1, miles. Mileage for that trip was The average speed on both trips read out on the trip computer
at approx. Ha ha, sounds like you are getting good use out of your new camper! However, we
never trust those on-board computers. We have always found they are a little off so we always
do the math ourselves. If u were one person who depended on a quality self contained r. And
held its value for resaleâ€¦What would be your cost effected choice? Just got back from a 6,
mile trip to Colorado. My fuel mileage averaged close to 17 mpg. Fuel mileage is one measure
but it translates into what is cost for fuel. I used about gallons of diesel on this trip. For me and
my mileage, the savings is substantial. My last check I got 8. I have gotten over 10 u. I do not
drive over 60 mph mostly This includes some mountain driving. Opps showing my age again.
Sorry folks. That is why we went with a class A diesel pusher from Fleetwoodâ€¦. Louis and
back to California â€¦. If the Generator used 0. New Toad is a Cherokee, heavier by pounds and
it looks like about a 0. Over 60MPH the mileage drops fast. Enjoy Alaska. Well, I did get one. So
far my mileage has been 10,5mpg driving approximately mls. Sometimes better, sometimes
worse. There is a financial breakeven point between a similar size RV with Gas versus Diesel
but there are a lot of factors that need to be considered in that analysis. There is a savings in
the diesel fuel economy especially now that the cost gap per gallon between diesel and gas has
narrowed. The Diesel has a higher pruchase cost but it also has a proportionately higher resale
value. Seems to be less tiring to drive. Same specifications as the Vesta except for some
finishing upgrades that come on the Vesta. We get the same mileage you claimed except we
have achieved We more recently got We also had a recall on the RV system mapping in
November and had it reprogrammed at a Roadmaster Service location. The tech. That is
changing soon. Certainly you did not, LoL!! Looking forward to your write-up on the overall
performance of your Fleetwood Bounder. Now we have 40ft Safari DP C7 cat. This is another
world of driving control! Now a DP, never going back.!! I love this thing ,especially the horn , ,
and yes, Guiness is way better than diesel. For those of you looking gas vs diesel ,buy a used

diesel. I own a Fleetwood Fiesta 34lx, with the Triton v I have a k miles on the RV and here are
something that have helped me achieve a 9. First start off with air pressure of my tires. I keep
the air pressure at psi, second the engine, trans and diff all have royal purple synthetic oil. Next
I never ever use the curse control as it will cost you about 1. I also use a scan gauge with real
time fuel monitoring and you will be amazed what going just a few mph more will cost you in
fuel. When I get to steep hills I will slow down to 40mph or slower if possible, you can save a
extreme amount of fuel by doing this. I also tow a Toyota Prius on a toy dolly and average
around 8. I have gotten over 12mpg while driving on a flat surface doing on average 52mph. Get
a scan gauge it will pay for itself in no time. We just purchased a Fleetwood Fiesta 31H I have
Sumitomo tires Size is X I have about 20k miles on them and am extremely happy with them.
They hold air very well, only loose about 1psi a month. I did smile at your fuel consumption. I
live in the UK. My s Hymer A-Class is 22ft long, 7. Have you thought about downsizing a bit? Do
you really need something 30ft long? There are only two of you you might be planning to add to
that, which changes the game obviously! But if you want to hit the environment a bit less, look
at downsizing. Great site. Joe, We did look at a Leisure Travel van but they are too small for all
our camera, computer gear, the cats and all our toys. Not power, but if one was less fatiguing to
drive, ride, maneuvering, etc. Thanks and enjoy your site! We now have a Bounder 35K with the
same set up and the mpg is about the same. We have gone to Florida, miles, Myrtle Beach SC
miles, both trips thru the PA mountains and its a little less climbing those hills but has enough
power. I find that if you start your climb at the 65 mph I can maintain that speed. We have had a
couple of issues with the coach but it seems to be the normal in the RV world. All in all I love
this motorhome. It is well built and is set up with pretty much everything you would want to add
yourself. So thanks again to Fleetwood. Short generation comparison: my 29 ft Class A 94
Itasca Sunrise has less then With 80 Gal of Fuel and 60 Gal Water. When we hook our tow, a 18
feet Horse Trailer then we got around In Europe nearly every new Gas engine gets a
Turbocharger like a Diesel. FYI the mileage of a non-turbo Diesel is also bad. The solution would
be simple and available. The power would be the same, but with increased torque. This would
be easy for the manufacturer, Ford has this Engine, GM, they all got better power-plants then
they are using. The costumer is not asking for something better. I have been meaning to ask
you Jason. Have you took a test drive for a long trip in a B sprinter. I was looking at that type
and was wondering if it would be too cramp for one to two people. Just fine for two people, but
not for 2 full-time people with pets and a ton of computer and camera gear. Diesel costs more
per gallon in my part of the country. Have you looked at your cost per mile vs. We just bought a
Jayco Precept 31UL. We just got back from our first long trip. We drove from Ohio to Kentucky
and then back to Ohio. It was pretty hot outside that weekend. In 12, miles on our Tiffin Allegro
36LA we have gotten 8. This includes one trip where the generator ran 5 days for 24 hours a day
while parked. Pretty much a tank of gas without moving. I had to go fill the tank after days as we
were close to the quarter tank point where the generator is plumbed into the tank. I usually drive
as fast as is safe under the road conditions. Usually towing a 12 foot cargo trailer. So our
combined weight is around 28, pounds. In the flat lands of the east coast we have been
averaging around 9. So not sure how valid that figure is. Heading out west soon. Currently in
San Antonio Texas for a couple of weeks and then heading west. I agonized over the decision
between a class A and a 5er for a long time. I chose a 34 ft Montana and a Ram 1 ton diesel. I
love it, but still wonder at times about a class A. A consistent 15 mpg on our new via while flat
towing our fiat We have a 33ft Georgie Boy with a , towing a Geo tracker and running around 55
I can hit between 10 and 11 mpg. I also towed a mustang for a while and it stayed the same. On
flat ground I will use the cruise and that does make a difference. Yes I have had diesel
motorhomes blow by me but when we did this life style change to full-time I slowed down. We
also us a lot of back roads and two lane roads to see more things which help with the fuel
economy. Are motor home has , miles on it and runs like a top, I stay on top of the maintenance
which I can do because of it being a gas. Wow if it any consolation this makes me feel better
about our mileage. Kind of small, but enough space for us. We just got back from our first long
trip where we used a full tank of gas. We are not towing anything, our trip was from Ohio to
Kentucky and back. Lots of hills. We averaged about 60mph on the highway. We ended up
getting 7. Hopefully as the engine gets broken in it will improve. I have a 7. It seems to take a lot
to bring the mileage down. Though there are people I know who have gotten newer diesel
engines that get better mileage once you load them or after they get higher miles they tent to
get less while my old truck stays true on the miles. I have a Airstream Legacy diesel pusher.
Previous was a Pace Arrow with a gas I think this pretty good mileage is fairly standard for any
of the Sprinter chassis RVs. We have a 12 Allegro open road 35qba with th ford v From
Colorado Sprinkgs to Oklahoma City we had an avg mpg of 9. Took it slow n easy up th hills.
From Okc to Waco Texas with avg 8. We are happy takin a bit more time gettin there if we can

gain a couple mpg on th fuel! Average speed was MPH. Gas mileage is a bit disappointing, but if
you are happy with the ride quality and towing well, it sounds like the Bounder is still a hit!
Truth be told, 2 or 3 mpg difference would take a long time to make up in the cost of ownership.
We love the 33C floor plan and have been torn on the gas vs diesel dilemma ourselves as we
ponder our first motorhome for fulltime living. Look forward to your other observations on the
Bounder â€” and hope the dash AC problem is the limit of your issues! Pretty sweet little app,
which track most of your metrics contained in your post. Beats doing it by hand, one receipt at
a time. And, you get all kinds of cool line graphs.. Oooooo line graphs!! In the climb up a hill,
down a hill? We are on vacation driving from Tennessee to Oregon and back. Here are our
actual hand calculations and specs: 6. Tennessee to Oregon 38 foot Workhorse chassis
Windsport class A Pulling 5, pound mini-van Actual weight of motorhome was 21, lbs. General
interstate speeds were mph when possible. Climbing averaged mph. Thanks for sharing your
MPG. We always wonder if we are even operating in a normal range for the engine, weight, and
driving speed. We have always found the RV gets its best mileage when it is parked at the
campsite and you are consuming beer instead. The GM Ecotec engine , also known by its
codename L , is a family of all-aluminium inline-four engines , displacing between 1. While these
engines were based on the GM Family II engine , the architecture was substantially
re-engineered for the new Ecotec application produced since The engine uses aluminum
pistons and cast iron cylinder liners. Vibration is reduced with twin balance shafts. The first
engine in the Ecotec Gen I line-up was Ecotec 2. The current Ecotec line is manufactured in
Tonawanda, New York ,. LK9 is a turbocharged 2. The engine features a five-bearing forged
steel crankshaft, strengthened connecting rods, redesigned pistons, piston oil cooling jets,
reprofiled camshafts and an integrated oil cooler. All vehicles using this engine feature Saab's
Trionic 8 T8 engine management system as well as a revised valve train. The timing chain and
timing gears are also new, along with Saab's Direct Ignition system. The reinforcements,
turbocharging, intercooling, internals, dual overhead camshaft, and such were developed by
GM Powertrain Sweden Saab Automobile Powertrain. Maximum boost is The LSJ shares many
of its components with the LK9 such as: piston cooling jets, oil cooler, pistons, connecting
rods, crankshaft, oil pan, sodium-filled exhaust valves and cylinder head. Unlike its notably
harsh predecessor, the engine was designed for smoothness. The oil filter housing was cast
into the block with a removable cover and replaceable paper element. It did not use an EGR
valve. The L61 is a 2. The Ecotec 2. There are a few variations to the standard L The Saturn
L-Series has a high output version with higher compression and more aggressive camshaft. The
â€” Chevrolet Malibu uses a version with electronic throttle control and a special unitized
exhaust manifold and catalytic converter. The Malibu and Saturn versions also use return-less
fuel injection. For , introduced an updated version of the L61 based on the Gen II design. The
supercharger and inlet manifold from the 2. A direct injection version of the 2. In these
applications, the engine is mounted longitudinally. Displacement is 2. Compression is 9. The
sodium filled exhaust valves were based on technology developed for the Corvette V8
powertrains. The sodium fuses and becomes a liquid at idle, which improves conductivity and
draws heat away from the valve face and valve guide towards the stem to be cooled by the
engine oil circulating in this area. The "Gen II" block is similar to the 2. The Gen II block was
developed using data from racing programs and computer simulations. The bore walls and
bulkheads were strengthened with a weight increase of 2. The coolant jackets were expanded to
improve heat transfer, resulting in a coolant capacity increase of 0. The kit is covered by the
cars' existing GM warranties. This was the final Stage 2 performance tune the Ecotec family, to
date. With the demise of the GM Performance Division , performance tunes like this have been
relegated to the aftermarket sector. This despite newer engines being more durable, and tuned
to lower horsepower levels in numerous sport-car applications. Unique LNF features [7]
include:. An updated variant of the LNF also with 9. In , the L61 received a multitude of changes,
that originated from the LE5. It switched to the higher-strength Gen II block and received a
revised cylinder head enlarged exhaust ports and camshaft design increased exhaust valve
duration. The engine also switched from wasted spark ignition to individual coil-on-plug
ignition; this forced the cam cover to be redesigned. It was also switched to an E37 engine
controller with new crank and cam sensors replacing timing sensor previously found in ignition
cassette. These changes increase horsepower slightly and allow the engine to meet PZEV
standards. The LAP is a 2. Compression ratio is Major features that set it apart from the 2. The
LE8 is an E85 compatible 2. The LE5 is a larger 2. Compression is The engine uses a reinforced
"Gen II" block. C70 Powered Metal from July on. The LE5 or a close variant is also used in the
Polaris Slingshot announced July 27, , coupled with a 5-speed manual transmission and a final
belt drive. The Slingshot is a three-wheeled side-by-side street vehicle, classed as a motorcycle.
The LAT is the designation used for the 2. The LE9 is an E85 compatible version of the 2. The

LAF is a direct injected 2. It uses technology based on GM's other four-cylinder direct injection
applications, but with unique features designed for its specific application. This includes an
Bore, stroke, and compression ratio all remain the same. Bore and stroke are both Peak output
is lower than the LTG, but is achieved at lower rpm for both power and torque. Bore is The new
combustion system developed with GM's proprietary computational fluid dynamics CFD
analysis software features a higher compression ratio which helps improve fuel efficiency and
has improved knock resistance. The balance shafts are relocated from the cylinder block to oil
pan module. The two-piece steel-aluminum oil pan features in-pan integrated oil-pump
assembly driven by the balance shaft with a shorter inverted-tooth chain. Other improvements
include inverted-tooth chain driving the camshaft, forged steel crankshaft, cast aluminum
bedplate with main bearing cap inserts made of iron, high-pressure fuel rail with rubber-isolated
assembly, acoustically shielded plastic cover for the intake manifold, and structurally enhanced
aluminum camshaft cover and front cover. The engine also uses a variable-displacement oil
pump and an actively controlled thermostat. Displacement for the 2. Continuously commanded
by engine control unit , the valve rocker arm switches between high-lift and low-lift profiles on
the camshaft, actuated by an oil control valve through a two-feed stationary hydraulic lash
adjuster , allowing for either 4. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle engine.
Sequential multi-point fuel injection Gasoline direct injection. Gasoline CNG E Low-pressure
Garrett GTs. Mid-pressure Garrett GTs. Gasoline E Archived from the original DOC on 27
October Retrieved 22 December The Auto Channel. Pontiac, Michigan. Retrieved 15 March
Retrieved 16 April Toyota Motor Corporation. Archived from the original on Retrieved Retrieved
April 4, Retrieved 30 July General Motors. Platforms Transmissions Hybrids Vehicles. William C.
Category Commons. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Italiano Edit links. Chevrolet Cavalier. Chevrolet Malibu. Saturn L-Series. Pontiac
Solstice GXP. Chevrolet Cobalt SS. Buick Regal Turbo. Buick Regal Turbo Hirsch Performance.
Saab NEVS. Buick Verano Turbo [9]. Buick Lacrosse China. Saturn Aura Green Line Hybrid.
Buick Lacrosse hybrid China only. Chevrolet Malibu Hybrid. Chevrolet Malibu fleet only. Buick
Verano [15]. Chevrolet Camaro. Holden Commodore. Chevrolet Malibu XL. Buick Lacrosse
Chinese market. Buick Regal GS Chinese market. Chevrolet Blazer. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Ecotec engine. Dan Ferrell writes about do-it-yourself car maintenance and
repair. He has certifications in automation and control technology. Photo courtesy of Ultra
Magnus on Wikimedia. Low engine power usually means that your engine lacks power during
acceleration or that your engine suddenly fails to reach normal driving speed. While low engine
power could just mean that normal wear and tear has gradually taken away much of your car's
horsepower, this guide is concerned with abnormal power lossâ€”a failure caused by a system
or component not working properly due to a fault or lack of adequate maintenance. A
low-engine-power condition can be caused by one or more of a long list of components in need
of attention. Luckily, you can narrow down the list somewhat by knowing that some of the most
common reasons for reduced engine power have to do with the fuel, ignition, or emission
system. Whether you are dealing with a faulty part or lack of proper maintenance, the tests and
strategies suggested below will help you regain your horsepower. The tests fall into different
systems, specific faults, and conditions known to reduce engine power. Finally, you are
reminded of some important diagnostics that may apply to your particular case. Each
component or condition mentioned includes a "What You Can Do" section so that you can take
some action when you think it's necessary. But first I'm going to list some very simple checks
you should do before you get started testing. Now here are the eight systems that commonly
contribute to low power, and how you can test them yourself. Worn out or fouled plugs will
make your engine run sluggish. Photo courtesy of Zach Zupancic. Sluggish engine behavior
can very often be traced to worn or faulty parts in the ignition system. Several components in
the system need service at regular intervals. For example, spark plugs and spark plug wires, but
the ignition coil and ignition timing should be checked as well. If any of these components
cause you are not getting a good spark, your engine will be sluggish. What You Can Do: When
you feel your engine sluggish, one of your first checks should be to inspect the spark's
strength. Use an adjustable spark tester Thexton is an acceptable brand to check the spark's
health. Check at 40KV and 30KV. If your spark can't bridge that gap at those settings, you may
have worn out wires, a weak or failing distributor, a bad ignition coil or a bad ignition control
module, depending on your particular module. Check the tests that follow, and consult your
vehicle repair manual for the proper diagnostic for your particular model. If you don't have the
manufacturer's service manual, I strongly recommend getting an aftermarket manual for your
exact model Haynes is a good inexpensive brand. When doing a visual inspection of the ignition
system's components, like the distributor cap, rotor, ignition coil, or coil pack, look for carbon

traces, carbon buildup, and damage as well. Carbon traces are like small lines of carbon that
form around these components. They can short out the voltage going through the system,
robbing the spark plugs of the necessary voltage to produce a good spark. Replace them if
necessary. After checking the spark strength, if necessary check the following individual
system components. The spark plugs may become fouled with carbon deposits and other
chemical byproducts, especially if the vehicle hasn't been maintained on the suggested
schedule. Fouled plugs can't produce an adequate spark to ignite the air-fuel mixture. Also,
after miles of service, the gap between the spark park electrodes will widen due to wear. What
You Can Do: Make a visual inspection of the spark plugs and check the gap between the
electrodes using a wire feeler gauge and adjust it if necessary. Your car owner's manual or
repair manual has the proper gap for your spark plugs. Your service manual can help you
analyze your spark plugs, which can reveal much about the condition of your engine. Just like
spark plugs, spark plug wires wear out, and after miles of operation they can prevent the spark
from reaching the spark plugs. What You Can Do: Check each wire resistance using a digital
multimeter DMM and compare your readings to the specifications in your repair manual.
Usually, you need about Ohms per foot of wire. Otherwise, replace them with a quality set of
wires. The ignition coil produces the high voltage needed for the spark to jump the gap between
the spark plug electrodes. That voltage is typically anywhere between and 30, volts, depending
on your particular vehicle model. Ignition coils also wear out or fail, resulting in a weak spark,
an intermittent spark, or no spark at all. What You Can Do: You may be able to test the ignition
coil s or coil pack in your vehicle using a DMM, with the help of your vehicle repair manual.
Ignition timing refers to the relationship between the spark and piston position in the cylinder
during the power stroke. The ignition timing must be correct for the proper combustion of the
air-fuel mixture. When ignition timing is retarded you may notice an increase in fuel
consumption, a drop in engine power, and poor acceleration. Timing problems can happen
because of a worn out overstretched or damaged timing belt or chain. Even 2 or 3 degrees of
difference from the correct timing can cause engine performance problems. On most modern
vehicles ignition timing can't be adjusted directly, but you still may be able to check timing
yourself. On older models with a distributor, you can check and adjust the timing yourself. For
timing specifications, check the emissions control sticker located in the engine compartment,
or your repair manual. What You Can Do: Check ignition timing using a timing light and a
tachometer. If your ignition system uses a distributor, you can adjust the timing yourself if
necessary. Consult your vehicle repair manual. Your manual may also have a service schedule
interval for the belt or chain. Photo courtesy of Frank Derks on Flickr. Although modern fuel
injection systems may come in different configurations, they all share many components like
fuel injectors, control modules, and sensors. Any of these components can fail and cause your
engine to lose power. The fuel system can give you as much trouble as the ignition system.
When the engine feels sluggish, there are some parts you need to check. Over time, the fuel
filter becomes clogged, reducing fuel flow and preventing your engine from accelerating
properly. What You Can Do: Check your car owner's manual or repair manual for the service
schedule for the fuel filter. Even if your filter is not the root cause of the problem, replacing the
filter at the manufacturer's suggested interval will relieve stress from the fuel pump and
increase its service life. Whenever your engine is running, the air filter in the air cleaning
system traps dirt, dust, and other foreign particles and removes them from of the air stream
flowing into the engine. Eventually, the filter clogs up. And a badly clogged air filter will make
your engine work much harder. You'll notice it. What You Can Do: Most car manufacturers
recommend replacing the air filter every 12 months. So make sure to check your air filter, and
replace it if necessary. Consult your car owner's manual or repair manual. The most common
trouble with fuel injectors leading to engine power loss is clogging. But they can fail as well. If
you suspect dirty injectors, or you haven't serviced the injection system in a while, you can try
adding a fuel additive to the fuel tank. Otherwise, you may have to take your car in for an
injector balance test, which measures the amount of fuel each injector sprays when energized.
What You Can Do: You can quickly check the throttle body to make sure the valveâ€”the throttle
plateâ€”opens fully when the accelerator pedal is fully depressed. A faulty fuel pressure
regulator can allow either too much fuel to flow into the engine or too little. What You Can Do:
Test fuel pressure using a fuel pressure gauge. The test can point to problems with the fuel
pump low pressure or low volume , a clogged fuel filter, or a faulty fuel pressure regulator. The
exact procedure may vary from one engine model to the next, but the general steps are the
same:. Photo courtesy of Moosealope on Flickr. Another possible, though not common, cause
for loss of engine power during acceleration is failure of the exhaust gas recirculation EGR
valve. The EGR valve allows a measured amount of exhaust gases at higher-than-idle engine
speeds to re-enter the engine to reduce engine high temperature and harmful emissions. When

the EGR valve fails, it may stick open or closed. If the valve sticks or intermittently sticks open
or fails to operate properly, the most common symptoms you'll notice are rough idle and
stalling during acceleration; but other times you'll just notice a lack of engine power when
depressing the accelerator. As part of the computer system, both the manifold absolute
pressure MAP sensor and manifold air flow MAF sensor influence on the air-fuel mixture as
controlled by the computer. Usually, the car computer stores a trouble code in memory when
detecting a fault with either sensor. The most common problem with MAF sensors is a dirty
sensing element. You can clean it with electronic contact cleaner spray or MAF cleaner. Photo
courtesy of hspauldi on Flickr. Leaks may happen because of a loose, deteriorated, or broken
vacuum hose; a blown gasket, or a damaged throttle body gasket. What You Can Do: A common
technique to locate vacuum leaks is to use a length of rubber hose:. A leaking vacuum hose or
gasket will produce a hissing sound, and you'll be able to hear it with your rubber hose. Just be
careful around moving engine components as you troubleshoot vacuum hoses. If you have an
automatic transmission, and you haven't checked the transmission fluid lately, it's time to do it.
If you have a manual transmission, it is possible the clutch is slipping. A common symptom of
low or contaminated automatic transmission fluid is slippage. Your engine races but your car
doesn't move. Power is not being transferred to the wheels, giving the impression that your
engine is lacking power. The same thing may happen in a manual transmission vehicle when
the clutch is worn out; power doesn't get to the wheels. Clutch slippage can be caused by a
worn clutch disc, leaking oil seal, binding clutch linkage, clutch in need of adjustment, or even a
bad motor mount. A plugged or collapsed catalytic converter will reduce engine power. Photo
courtesy of The RedBurn on Wikimedia. Just as your engine needs adequate air inflow, it also
needs proper air outflow to push out all those gases produced during the combustion process.
Still, a bit of back pressure is normal. The exhaust pipes, the catalytic converter, and the muffler
at the back of your car are all designed and sized with the goal of minimizing pressure.
Normally, water and acid are the most common enemies of a car exhaust system. But
contamination, system overheating, and high mileage can result in restricted air flow. The most
common victim of exhaust system restriction is the catalytic converter. Besides failing or
collapsing through normal wear, internal catalytic components can melt due to overheating and
contamination. Once the catalytic converter becomes plugged, you'll notice a decrease in
engine performance, and, depending on the type of failure, a strong smell of rotten eggs coming
out through the tailpipe. But problems may not stop there. If the converter plugs up, it can
overheat and burst into flames. The Rattle Test: Depending on the type of converter you have
installed and the failure type, if the catalyst elements inside the converter have disintegrated,
the converter will rattle when hit with a rubber mallet. Worn out cylinders or rings will decrease
engine compression. Photo courtesy of Wapcaplet on Wikimedia. Poor acceleration can also
have its source in engine compression problems. These problems are inevitable on
high-mileage engines or those with a history of poor maintenance. And, as miles accumulate,
more engine power is lost due to wear around cylinders, rings and pistons, and carbon buildup
around valves. Rebuilding the engine might be necessary. You can avoid many
low-engine-power problems, and many other issues, by following a proper regular maintenance
schedule. The ignition and fuel system are often the primary culprits behind the problem, but a
number of components in other systems can also cause the same issue. This guide helps you
find the source of the problem, fix it, and save some money in the process. Content is for
informational or entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for personal counsel or
professional advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters. Question: My Chevy
Malibu keeps shutting off when starting and even while driving. The warning keeps saying
power to engine reduced, engine disabled. What does this mean? Answer: This is a safety
feature programmed into the computer to prevent damage. Make sure first your battery is good.
But there could be some engine like overheating or transmission problem. Scan the computer
for trouble codes and see what it says. Question: My '05 Suburban a shows Check Engine and
reduced power indication. It was temporarily resolved by replacing the gas cap and re-seating it.
Where else should I look? Answer: Reduced power is to protect the engine from damage. Check
the engine codes and see where they ECU detected the problem and start there. There could be
an engine or transmission problem. Question: My Saturn's engine lost power while driving and
died. Now it won't start. What can it be? Answer: Check for fuel pressure. This could be a fuel
system failure failed fuel pressure regulator, bad fuel pump, or a circuit problem. Answer: Some
models come equipped with a low-oil-safety feature that will prevent your starting the engine to
avoid major damage. Answer: Basically, it is the ignition of the air-fuel mixture inside the
combustion chamber when compressed by the piston. Compression rises the mixture's
temperature and allows the spark to cause a violent explosion of the air-fuel. I recently got a
reduced power to engine message. I've changed the camshaft sensor and crankshaft. I also

checked my air filter trying to figure out what else could be the problem. I can drive it for about
5 miles and I will get the message. I turn the car off for about 5 minutes and start it back up and
it's fine. What else could the problem be? I am getting something is clogged, timing belt, I just
don't know at this point. What could be the problem? Answer: There can be several faults that
may trigger the reduced power light. Check for trouble codes. The fault may come from a bad
oxygen sensor, bad fuel pump, throttle position sensor, faulty or dirty MAF sensor, bad
converter, or throttle body. What is wrong with it? This is to prevent damage to the engine.
Usually, a sensor MAF , problems with the transmission or catalytic converter trigger this mode.
Make sure to download trouble codes from the computer and see where it points at. Answer:
Start with the fuel poor fuel delivery and ignition poor spark systems. These are the most
common sources. Then follow the other systems listed in the post. Question: My Pontiac starts
at minus 51, but the computer indicates the engine has low power and it won't run by itself.
Everything else works, what could be the issue? Usually, this indicates a serious engine or
transmission problem. You need to take in the car for a diagnostic soon. Question: Vauxhall
Corsa 1. When I drive the car is fine but when I have one or two passengers the car struggles to
move as fast it moves really slow. And I was going up hill, I floored it and it won't go about
20mph. And also sometimes the car struggles a little to stay so I have to put my foot on the gas
to get the car to start. Answer: There could be more of a mechanical problem if this only
happens when more than one person is in the car. Something is loose, perhaps a sensor
connection. If this happens as well when there's only one person, check the fuel system
pressure. Hope this helps. Question: I have a Ford KA. What do you think could be the cause?
Answer: If the engine doesn't respond to the accelerator, for example, engine rpm remains the
same, then there could be a problem with a sensor. Download trouble codes, even if the check
engine light is not on. The computer memory could have stored a pending code that can guide
you in the diagnostic. It was very cold outside. Will cold temperatures have something to do
with a Chevy's Reduce Engine Power light? Answer: Usually, the problem comes from a faulty
throttle position sensor, fuel pump, oxygen sensor, and other system. This other post may
help:. Answer: Sometimes the computer will go into reduced engine power or limp-in mode
without actually reducing power. However, you should check for trouble codes. Usually, the
problem is with the Throttle control system, but not all the time. You may want to check this
other post:. Question: My Mercury Milan 4 cylinder has its check engine light on and blows
smoke while on an incline. What is wrong? Answer: First download the trouble codes from the
car's computer and see what they point to. Sometimes, increased blow-by gases in the
crankcase from the extra load uphill can cause smoke to come out the tailpipe if the PCV valve
sticks open. It won't go over 20mph. Is there a common problem with these cars? Question: I
opened an injector fuel line because it leaks and put some tape on and connected it back. Then I
start it. It's hard to start. What could be the problem with my car's injector fuel line? Answer:
Fuel lines in injected models work under high pressure. Fixing a leak with tape won't help to
return adequate pressure to the line. You'll need to replace the line or the injector, depending on
the fault, to make the repair. It's not safe operating an engine with a leaking fuel line. On some
models, you can make the repair yourself. Get a copy of the repair manual for your particular
model. Probably your local auto parts store has a copy, or you can buy one online. Answer:
Some common sources of trouble for this light come from a faulty throttle position sensor or
harness connector, low engine oil pressure, faulty accelerator pedal position sensor, low engine
coolant. If necessary, check with your local dealer about potential technical service bulletin
referring to this issue. Download the trouble codes. That'll tell you what system or components
to check. If you don't have a scan tool, your local auto parts store may scan the computer for
you. Usually this is a problem with the throttle by-wire system. The computer is limiting power
because of an issue in the system. The problem could be a loose or bad connection to the
computer as well. This is kind of hard to pinpoint at times. Hope it helps. Hi, I have a Satrun Vue
V6. I have a reduced engine and a check engine light on. My husband has changed the oil and
car was ok for about 2 weeks and back to acting crazy. Also he unplugged the sensor. So now
we have unplug the negative part of the battery and car runs like nothing never happened and
then after a while it goes back to REP. Took it to 3 diffrenet people and car would not read on no
machine. So help what can Ido at this point. Power lose with the AC on is normal. If you feel less
power than usual, probably the compressor is worn and dragging the crankshaft pulley, hence
reduced power kicks in. Check the AC belt and compressor. I have a chevy avalanche and i was
driving down a dirt road and reduced power mode kicked on. Ever since then whenever i turn on
my AC it kicks on. Any ideas? Sometimes the ignition or fuel systems are the problem. But it
can be a faulty camshaft sensor. I have a Impala 3. It cranked but made a horrible metal noise.
Please help check eng light came on and it pulled code p multiple misfire. This is usually to alert
you of an engine issue that can affect emissions, engine performance, drivability or the

transmission. Have an 06 4. Black smoke may have one or more sources. Check for a clogged
air filter first. Also, there could be a problem with the injection or emissions systems. Fiat Stilo
Diesel. Starts ok now with new glow plugs. Drives on the flat. Up hill it loses power. Sometimes
black smoke when I rev engine. Black smoke if I accelerate hard in low gear. Start with the
ignition and fuel systems. These are the most common causes. Bad spark plugs, wires, ignition
coil - clogging fuel filter, dirty injectors worn out fuel pump. Check the spark and fuel pressure.
My chevy hhr has been giving me reduced power on dash and even my engine shutdowns
worth notice on dash i tried to check engine light and no one can read anything! What is going
on n were do i stay without a reading? There could be several reasons for this, like restricted
exhaust system, clogged air filter, fuel filter, sensor malfunction camshaft O2 , low
compression, or failed injector s. If it stalls when it warms up, check the ignition coil or fuel
pump. If it is overheating, scan for trouble codes, and see if you get any information.
Intermittent problems with the traction control system are not uncommon. Wheel sensors are
very sensitive and problems with the module can sometimes make the computer 'think' that you
are driving on a very slippery road and will keep power to a minimum and even engage the
brakes that will prevent you from accelerating. You may want to first check the sensors for dirt
or buildup if they are clean, you may need to take the vehicle to the shop so that it can be check
with a scan tool. Hi, I have a problem with my car that should relate to this article I hope.
Between the 3 - 8 month period my car has malfunctioned 4 times as of todays incident. Maybe,
to take into consideration, my emissions light on dash board is yellow, not red yet but has been
like this for at least 6 months. Today, when I drove my car from home 5 Kilometers. Turned off
engine. Then ignited engine and left gas station. My car would sit at about revs, regardless if I
accelerated. This continued within every gear 5 speed. My foot pressing on the accelerator had
no effect to the revs even if accelerator pedal is flat to the floor. It would steadily drive itself
unless I clutched, or positioned gear stick back into neutral, but it would still maintain - or so
revs. Quickly needing to return back to 1st or 2nd gear depending on the incline producing
about km up the hill. Again, pressing throttle had no impact. Long story short, while eyes were
razor focused and adrenaline seeped into my bloodstream. I reached home avoiding any hills
possible and turned the engine off. I drove about 20 km like this. Before I got out of car I
restarted the engine, and the revs were back to normal again. Another thing to point out during
this hectic monumental drive home I noticed the traction control light was red. It disappeared
though once the problem fixed itself. If you've encounted an issue like this can you please help
me what the likely problem is. Or how to fix this. Appreciate it if you respond. Current seems to
be leaking when humidity rises. A trick is to have the engine idle turn on the accessories that
you see problems with when it rains. Pop the hood open and start spraying a mist of water
around the alternator wires and see if the accessories begin to act up. And as a single mom, its
feels good to be able to diagnois a problem b4 taking my vehicle in for repair. It saves face! I
have a ford escape. It has over k miles. If I leave these things off, the problem isnt as bad. This
morning, when I turned off the engine, there was a clicking sound coming from under the hood.
When I tried to lock the doors, it clicked a few times before actually locking! Im not sure what it
could be. American auto manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing was very competitive,
and, through hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased dramatically. Thus, the American
Muscle Car was born. Many people purchasing RVs have no real camping experience, so RV
campgrounds are being inundated with requests for their people to do things that are the RV
owner's responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to perform their own site maintenance.
Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can use a few simple techniques to
diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you without your ride and, worst of all,
with an expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on the electronic fuel injection system
eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are eight simple tips to
help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV campers know what they need to do
to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy items that reflect your
personality. What type of helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is
how you can find free air, and also how to set your tire pressure for the best performance of
your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your car? You'd be surprised what you find out.
What happens behind the scenes will shock you. Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to
make a faster diagnosis. You can make some repairs using a few common tools. In , the East
German government released the horrible Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world.
You don't need a lot of money to start selling classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a
good price and then do it again. If you're thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to
know a few things beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to be had is from someone who
doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying the type of noise and when it happens can help you
diagnose your transmission problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving.
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Wickison. Ford Motor Company is recalling thousands of vehicles that may have had obsolete
Takata service parts installed in collision and theft repairs after the Taâ€¦. The lighting control
unit may malfunction and cause the left exterior â€¦. The sofâ€¦. The vehicles were produced
wâ€¦. To put it mildly, automakers don't like to conduct recalls. They are very expensive and
don't exactly do wonders for marketing efforts. Most problems never get to the recall stage; that
doesn't mean they're not problems, it just means the manufacturer has managed to wriggle out
of conducting a full-scale recall. Much more common are "secret" warranties. Also, newer
vehicles with persistent problems may be covered by the in your state. This listing may not
include every recall. See The rear toe link may fracture, reducing the driver's ability to control
the vehicle. The vehicle may suffer a loss of drive power from a DC-DC converter shutdown.
Heat from the engine compartment may cause elevated temperatures on the passenger
compartment. The automaker says additional vehicles have the electrical problem that causes
the hazard. Eighteen people have died and hundreds have reportedly been injured by these
airbags in the U. The interior cabin floor and seat attachments could reach elevated
temperatures. The brand emblem and securing nuts may become projectiles in an airbag
deployment. The Remote Smart Parking Assist software may fail to prevent vehicle movement.
The transmission could be in a gear state different from the selected gearshift position. Fuel
may not be correctly supplied to the engine while using the stop and restart feature. The tire
pressure label and owner's manual have incorrect tire size information. The daytime running
lamps can remain activated instead of dimming as designed. The wire harness for the third row
seat accessory power outlet may short circuit. The vehicles were given temporary replacement
inflators that must now be replaced. Affected vehicles could suffer an intermittent loss of power
steering assist. Rear seat lower anchor bars used in securing child restraint seats may become
damaged. The driver airbag inflators may rupture or the airbag cushion may underinflate. A
front seat belt pretensioner can generate excessive sparks when it deploys. The driver or
passenger front seat may not provide adequate crash protection. The vehicle's instrument panel
displays and braking assist could malfunction. The vehicle may pull to one side unexpectedly,
increasing the risk of a crash. The Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning blower motor may
short circuit. The driver's side front airbag modules may not have been bolted down properly.
Vehicle modifications may not comply with applicable regulatory requirements. The driver's
seat belt buckle mounting strap may fracture and separate from the seat frame. Certain steering
and suspension components may not have been tightened properly. Wiring and electrical
connectors in the blower-regulator wiring harness may overheating. The audible warning signal
for an unbelted driver to fasten the seat belt may be disabled. The seatbelt for a passenger in
the rear middle position might not be properly secured,. The key may removed from the ignition
when the transmission shift lever is not in "Park. The vehicle could suffer a loss of steering,
increasing the risk of a crash. The passenger front airbag deployment may be delayed or may
not completely deploy. The vehicle could move while in Park, increasing the risk of a crash or
injury. Front seat side airbags and curtain shield airbags may not deploy as intended. The brake
master cylinder casting may be too short, causing a loss of brakes. The transmission could be
in a gear state different from the gearshift position. The driver and passenger sun visors may
lack the required airbag warning information. The brake lights may remain illuminated when the
brakes are not being pressed. The heater for the positive crankcase ventilation PCV valve may
short circuit. The rear-right seat may have insufficient welds on the head-restraint bracket. The
front passenger leather seat may shrink due to high humidity and high temperature. The child
seat anchorage point on the center positon of the rear seat may be covered and inaccessible.
Excessive cylinder pressure may damage the engineExcessive cylinder pressure may damage
the engine. The instrument cluster may not provide a visual warning when the brake system
fails. The transmission shift lever can be moved from the "Park" position without the brake
applied. The vehicle may downshift unexpectedly and decelerate abruptlyThe vehicle may
downshift unexpectedly and decelerate abruptly. The vehicles do not have a functioning
windshield defrosting and defogging system. The front airbag may have a delayed deployment
for unbelted front seat passengers. The vehicles not meet required enhanced level of high
voltage access protection. The instrument cluster may fail resulting in a lack of activation of
warning chimes. The load carrying capacity modification label may have been incorrectly
calculated. The automaker will inspect the reinstallation of fuel tubes in replaced engines. The
vehicles may not adequately detect if a driver has his or her hands off the steering wheel. The
fuel cell stack may shut down erroneously, resulting in an unexpected loss of motive power.
The front passenger, knee and passenger seat-mounted side airbag may fail to deploy.

Information about using the child restraint anchorage system may be incorrect. The plastic
cover on the driver front airbag module may detach during deployment. The power sliding
doors may stick and not properly latch to the door strikers. Inappropriate installation of the
wiring harness may affect operation of safety components. The airbags may deploy
unintentionally, increasing the risk of injury or crash. Sparks from a front seatbelt pretensioner
may ignite materials in the vehicle. The ignition switch may move out of the run position to the
accessory position. The front passenger airbag may not be deactivated if a child seat is in the
front. The vehicle could suffer a loss of drive or move while in the "Park" position. The LED
module for the panoramic sunroof ambient light bar may short circuit. The key may be removed
from the ignition while the vehicle shift lever is not in "Park". A child seat may not be able to be
properly installed in the center rear seat position. The engine operation, seat belt functions and
instrument cluster could be impaired. The vehicles were shipped with the European brake
reservoir pictogram cap label. The rear insulation mat in the engine compartment may deform,
increasing risk of a fire. Exposure to the elements can cause corrosion, which can lead to loss
of power steering while driving. Water may leak into the body control module and its
connectors, causing corrosion. The transmission could be in a different gear than indicated by
shift lever position. A component of the side airbag curtain inflator may detach during
deployment. The rear passenger door on the driver side may indicate it is locked, when it may
not be. Excessive internal pressure may cause the driver side front airbag to rupture. The brake
light switch plunger may not retract when the brake pedal is not being pressed. The brightness
of the backlighting for the Instrument Panel Cluster cannot be adjusted. Unbelted, small adult
drivers may be at a higher risk of neck injury in a crash. Moving the shift lever from Park to
Drive may cause a loss of gear indication. The recliner joints on the lower seat frame for the rear
seats may not be welded properly. The seat belt linkages for both front seat belts may detach
from the seat belt anchor pretensioners. Transaxle assembly components may wear, leading to
a potential short circuit. An insufficient weld may have reduced the strength of the rear left side
seat back. The front wheel rim may not be marked with the rim size and the DOT designation.
The fuel level in the main tank to fall too low to supply fuel to the engine. An improperly secured
seat, seatback or seatbelt anchor could cause passenger injury. The vehicles may experience a
temporary loss of electric power steering assist. The left front axle steering knuckle could fail,
increasing the risk of a crash. The parking brake lever may have to travel farther before the
parking brake engages. The front passenger airbag could be deactivated, increasing the risk of
injury. The possible lack of energy-absorbing foam blocks in replacement headliners increases
the risk of injury. Water may get into the battery management system causing an electrical
short. The rear suspension toe-links may loosen and disconnect from the rear suspension
system. Loose engine oil cooler lines could cause an oil leak in the engine compartment. The
driveline may vibrate and fracture the driveline components or the transmission. The front
driveshaft bolts may loosen allowing the front driveshaft to disconnect. The occupant
protection control may malfunction, not properly identifying passenger seat occupants. The
rear CV joint may fatigue and break, which could cause the car to stop suddenly. It may be
possible to remove the ignition key without the transmission being in the "Park" position. The
air bag inflator could separate and propel air bag debris into the cabin. The vehicle's composite
underbody panel may melt, increasing the risk of a fire. The front passenger seat belt buckle
may separate from the seat belt bracket. A hose may separate from the engine oil cooler tube
assembly causing an oil leak. The rear bench seat frame may contact and damage the fuel pump
wiring harness. The foot-operated parking brake system that has a parking brake cable that may
disengage. A seam in the fabric section of the side curtain airbags may tear during deployment.
The hatchback may be unlatched with a single press of the interior latch release button. The
drain hose for the air conditioning may leak into the passenger compartment. Coolant may enter
the engine control module causing a loss of power or an engine stall. The driver-side front air
bag that may not adequately protect the driver's neck from injury. The windows may close on an
object such as a body part before the windows auto-reverse. The vehicle may not move if the
accelerator pedal is pressed and released repeatedly. The Electronic Stability Program control
unit may have been damaged before being installed. Chassis fastener joints may loosen and fail
or fall out, reducing steering and handling capability. The vehicle's accessory exhaust tips may
contact people and possibly burn them. The rear tie rod could fail and cause a loss of vehicle
control, increasing the risk of a crash. The brake light switch plunger can remain extended
when the brake pedal is released. The vehicles' driveshaft may fracture and fail, causing a loss
of propulsion. A system overheat condition may cause the hybrid powertrain control module to
shut off the engine. The rear child door locks may disengage, allowing a child to open a rear
door. The electronic park lock lever may allow the ignition key to be removed without the
transmission being in PARK. A failure to recognize that the passenger seat is occupied may

disable the air bag. The Federal Certification Label may list an incorrect rear axle weight limit.
The child seat tether anchors in the second row center seating position are blocked. The
secondary hood latch may not adequately secure the hood to prevent it from opening. The
wiring in the seat heaters may be damaged when the seat cushion is compressed. The third row
seatback may become loose and may separate from the seat frame. The power steering return
hose may rupture at engine start-up in cold weather. The transmission may lock in the Park or
Neutral position when the vehicle comes to a stop. The front upper control arms may have
inadequate welds that can affect steering. Insufficient brake fluid pressure may lengthen the
distance needed to stop the vehicle. The flexible steel cable that connects the seat belt to the
vehicle can fatigue and separate over time. The vehicles' engine block heaters have elements
that may overheat while plugged in. The starter harness terminal may contact the heat shield,
resulting in an electrical short. The left front brake caliper may crack due to being made from an
incorrect material. An electrical short can cause electrical connectors of an underbody sensor
to overheat. The audible warning when front seat occupants do not fasten their seat belts may
fail. The relay inside the electronic brake booster may freeze in very cold temperatures.
Automatic transmission key interlock connectors may not have been connected on some
vehicles. The Curtain-Shield-Airbags and seat belt pretensioners may activate when not
necessary. The secondary hood latch may remain in the unlatched position when the hood is
closed. One of the driver-side seat belt assembly bolts may not be tightened properly. The seat
belts may not properly restrain the seat occupant in the event of a crash. The third row left
lower seat frame may have welds that are not in the correction location. It may be possible to
shift out of the "Park" position without depressing the brake pedal. The stop lamp switch
plunger may remain extended when the brake pedal is released. The occupant classification
system may incorrectly classify the front passenger seat as empty. The Passenger Occupant
Detection System may have been manufactured improperly. The switch may develop a short
circuit that can cause the switch assembly to overheat and melt. The vehicle may falsely detect
an obstacle in its path and unexpectedly apply the brakes. Electrical interference may cause the
hybrid system to switch into fail-safe mode. A malfunctioning brake light switch may cause the
brake lights to not illuminate. The coil antenna module that powers the rear defogger system
may generate excessive heat. No GM employees are expected to face criminal charges even
though consumers died. The transmission can unexpectedly shift into neutral while the car is
being driven. The front side marker lights may not work in conjunction with the parking lights or
the headlights. A battery harness that may rub against the frame bracket for the right engine
mount. A center console trim panel issue could delay the transition from the accelerator pedal
to the brake pedal. Use of the front windshield wipers on dry glass may cause damage to the
body control module. There could be a change in ride height, loss of rear end stability and
reduced braking capabilities. The vehicles' roof panel could close automatically when the
non-recessed switches are pressed. The vehicles may be missing the required tire placard
indicating "Tire and Loading Information. The vehicles do not meet the side impact performance
requirements for the rear seat passengers. The engine cover may detach from the engine and
contact the exhaust manifold. The third row seatbelt may be trapped between the rear seat and
the rear sideliner. The driver seat and the front passenger seat occupants may not be properly
restrained in the event of a crash. The power liftgate struts may prematurely wear and the open
liftgate may suddenly fall. The connector module that controls the blower motor speed for the
heating, ventilation and air conditioning system may overheat. Water may enter the Power
Liftgate Control Module and cause a high resistance short circuit. The brake line at the left rear
wheel area may not have been properly tightened. The solenoid valves of the Anti-Lock Braking
System actuators may be contaminated. Prolonged exposure to elevated underbody
temperatures can cause degradation of the fuel tank. The tire placcard incorrectly states the
recommended cold tire inflation pressure. The motorcycles may have been built with an
improperly manufactured rear shock absorber. The console transmission gear selection
indicator may not illuminate the shift position selected. The sunroof may continue to close
instead of stopping when the vehicle is turned off. The vehicles could experience a sudden loss
of electric power steering assist. A weld connecting the steering system intermediate shaft to
the steering gear box may be inadequate. The shift selector can be moved out of the "Park"
position without depressing the brake pedal. Drivers may be able to exit the vehicle when the
transmission is not in Park. The inflator tube for the side curtain air bag may have been
manufactured incorrectly. The second row overhead assist grips may detach deployment of the
curtain shield airbag. The fuel pressure sensor may not have been seated properly to the fuel
jumper line. The driver and front passenger seatback adjustment mechanism may not be fully
engaged. The left-side front suspension lower arm may have been manufactured incorrectly.
The company says it's unaware of any accidents or injuries related to these inflators. The

passenger safety belt tension sensor may misclassify the size of the front passenger seat
occupant. The driver's side exterior rearview mirror may not meet federal safety standards. The
vehicles have a reduced clearance between the seat frame and the seat track assembly. The
vehicles may contain an incorrect Load Carrying Capacity Modification label. The driver and
front passenger seat belt may not extend or retract in low temperatures. The vehicles' steering
issue may have been improperly repaired in a previous recall. The driver's frontal air bag
inflator may have been manufactured with an incorrect part. Fuel may leak from the one of the
fuel delivery pipes in the engine compartment. The frontal air bags may deploy with a lower
velocity than designed for the actual seat position. The vehicles could suffer a loss of steering,
increasing the risk of a crash. Various problems including ignition switch, seat belts, brake fluid
and glove compartment doors. The ignition switch may move out of the run position, turning off
the engine. The transmission shift cable could separate while the vehicle is being driven. The
shock absorber tubes may separate from the shock absorber clevis brackets. Passenger
airbags will be replaced in models of the 3 Series pre-predecessor generation. The ignition
switch could move out of the run position, turning off the engine. The Electronic Power Assist
Steering may have a flaw leading to loss of control. The air bags may not deploy and the seat
belt pretensioners may not activate. The airbag inflator could rupture with metal fragments
striking the passenger. A bolt used to connect the intermediate shaft to the upper steering
assembly could fall out. Brake rotors intended for the rear of the car may have been installed on
the front. The air bag assembly installed in the steering wheel may come loose from its
mounting. The park pawl not properly engaging when the transmission is in the "Park" position.
Sub-harness for the headlights may overheat and cause the low beam headlights to go out. The
software may incorrectly classify the passenger seat as empty when it is occupied. The
transmission shift cable adjuster may disengage from the transmission shift lever. Safety
advocates say GM may try to use its bankruptcy to escape liability for deaths and injuries. A
seat belt assembly might not be properly secured to the vehicle floor anchorage. The company
has launched a "customer satisfaction" campaign to address the issue. An electrical glitch
could result in the illumination of various warning lights. Transistors in the inverter module may
become damaged from high operating temperatures. The Tire and Loading Information label
overstates the maximum load and passenger carrying capacity. The bolts attaching the rear
lower control arms to the sub-frame of the vehicle may be loose. The bolts that fasten the drive
plate to the torque converter may loosen and come out. The bolts that attach the drive shaft to
the automatic transmission transfer assembly could loosen. The holder for the fuse that
controls the vehicle's exterior lights circuit may melt. A powertrain control module software
problem may result in a stall-like condition. The warning lights in the instrument cluster may fail
to illuminate as designed. An electrical problem could cause anti-lock brake system and
electronic stability control failure. The vehicles may contain brake fluid which does not protect
against corrosion. The brake master cylinder may reduce the pressure supplied to the front
brakes. A problem with the air conditioning condenser unit housing could affect airbag
performance. The shift lever could be moved out of Park position without depressing the brake
pedal. The half shaft joints may loosen and separate, increasing the risk of a crash. There may
be a loss of power transfer through the transmission to the wheels. The screws that attach the
seat belt pre-tensioner to the seat belt retractor can loosen over tim. Deactivation of the safety
lock could lead to an unintended opening of the door. The occupant detection system may not
differentiate whether an adult or child is in the seat. But the company, which was bailed out by
taxpayers, still refuses to recall Jeeps said to be fire-prone. Engine can stall at highway speeds,
Ford owners say, echoing complaints filed with feds. At least people have burned to death in
rear-end accidents involving Grand Cherokees. A problem with electronic stability control
system increases the risk of a crash. The brake-shift interlock blocking mechanism may
malfunction, increasing a crash risk. A problem with side curtain airbag deployment could
cause a laceration injury. Rust is not something you expect on a new car but that doesn't mean
it can't happen. Problems with front passenger bags in the Santa Fe, side airbags in the Sonata.
Short-term rentals fill the niche between car-sharing and traditional rentals. The second half of
Chrysler's "Halftime in America" marketing campaign is now making the rounds in the
American living room. New Dodge Challenger Rallye Redeye adds more style and presence to
an already popular lineup. Ford owners will get a flash drive with data to repair malfunctioning
touch-screen systems. Drive belt problem could cause stalling, overheating, power steering
failure. Calls the Jeep "a modern day Pinto for soccer moms" prone to burst into flames.
Consolidated complaint alleges consumers were forced to sign nondisclosure agreements.
Automaker says it reviewed more than 4, cases, found no flaw in its electronics. Since it's
smaller than the Chrysler , the new model will be known as the Chrysler Denial comes day after
out-of-control Prius incident on San Diego Freeway. Toyota, Ford, Chrysler all figure in

consumer complaints of unintended acceleration. A component of the cruise control
deactivation switch may deteriorate over time and develop a leak.. Consumers shouldn't lose
their lemon law, defective vehicle rights, groups argue. The buildup of snow or ice on the
windshield or wipers could restrict the movement of the wiper arm. Mercedes-Benz is recalling
3, S Class luxury cars because of a faulty transistor. Any engine that does not pass a specific
vacuum test will be replaced according to Mazda. A year-old man was run over and killed by a
Grand Cherokee in a Connecticut car wash. Ford has settled a class-action lawsuit over the
troublesome plastic intake manifolds on certain Ford and Lincoln-Mercury models. A Toyota
Prius suddenly stalled, then unaccountably took off and smashed into the tow truck that had
come to remove it. A reader reports to us that his Prius shut down after just three weeks on the
road. Woman was killed, her husband injured when their Iowa home burned to the ground.
Although hybrid vehicle sales are off and running, American manufacturers are being left at the
starting line. Defective cruise-control module ignited fires that destroyed their clients' vehicles,
suit charges. Scott of Rockland, ME may have identified a major oversight on Toyota's part.
Find information on some of Nissan's top makes and models that have been recalled. Sign up to
receive our free weekly newsletter. We value your privacy. Unsubscribe easily. Home News
Automotive Recalls. Latest in Automotive Recalls Ford recalls vehicles with obsolete Takata
airbag components The Parts may have been installed on vehicles as part of collision or theft
repairs Ford Motor Company is recalling thousands of vehicles that may have had obsolete
Takata service parts installed in collision and theft repairs after the Taâ€¦. Ford recalls model
year Bronco Sport vehicles Rear suspension modules may not be fully secured to the subframe
Ford Motor Company is recalling about 1, model year Ford Bronco Sport vehicles sold in the U.
Archive Select a year Year Other. Nearly 1. GM recalls 2. Honda recalls 1. Ford recalls Fs and Fs
with 7. Hyundai recalls Genesis G70s with 2. Ford recalls 2. Nissan recalls 1. Toyota recalls
various vehicles with 2. Chrysler recalls 1. GM recalls 3. Ford recalls 1. Ford recalls nearly 1.
Model year Jeep Cherokees with 2. Ford recalls Ecosport vehicles sold in U. Federal Territories.
Chrysler recalls 4. Model year Jeep Cherokees with a 2. Safety group urges recall of 1. Hyundai
recalls model year Santa Fes with 3. Chrysler recalls Ram trucks equipped with Cummins 6.
Hyundai recalls model year Ioniq Electric Vehicles. More than 1. General Motors recalls model
year Buick Envisions. Chrysler recalls model year Dodge Grand Caravans. Mercedes-Benz
recalls model year Es and E 4Matics. Honda recalls Civics with 2. Hyundai recalls 1. BMW
recalling 1. GM announces 7. GM recalls another 2. GM recalls nearly 2. GM recalls another 1.
Did GM drag its feet in ignition-switch recalls? Suzuki Pulls Out of U. Grassley suggests.
Chrysler Recalls Models With 3. Toyota Recalls 2. GM Recalling 1. Toyota Adds 1. Could a
Corolla Be the Answer? It just didn't work out. Are Used Hybrids a Pig in a Poke? Is Toyota's
Quality Slipping? VW Minivan Returning to U. More than Half of U. Thinking of Buying a Hybrid?
Do the Math! Toyota's errors and omissions Scott of Rockland, ME may have identified a major
oversight on Toyota's part. Nissan Recalls Find information on some of Nissan's top makes and
models that have been recalled. Ford Recalls. Get the news you need delivered to you Sign up
to receive our free weekly newsletter. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Automotive Parts Catalog Show all. A Arm Bumper. ABS Cable
Harness. ABS Control Module. ABS Hydraulic Unit. ABS Speed Sensor. ACC Cabin Filter.
Acceleration Pump Diaphragm. Accelerator Pedal Position Sensor. Accessory Belt Idler Pulley.
Accessory Belt Tension Pulley. Accessory Belt Tensioner. Accessory Belt Tensioner Kit.
Accessory Drive Belt. Adjustable Clutch Rod. Air Bag Clockspring. Air Bag Sensor. Air Box. Air
Box Thermostat. Air Cleaner Assembly Spacer. Air Dams. Air Deflector. Air Filter. Air Filter Heat
Shield. Air Filter Wrap. Air Flow Meter. Air Fuel Ratio Monitor. Air Inject Check Valve. Air Intake
Duct. Air Intake Hose. Air Intake Kit. Air Intake Snorkel Pre Cleaner. Air Mass Meter. Air Pump.
Air Pump Control Valve. Air Pump Hose. Air Spring. Air Suspension Compressor. Air
Suspension Control Valve. Air Suspension Solenoid. Air Temperature Sensor. Air Vent.
Alternator Brush Set. Alternator Pulley. Ambient Temperature Sensor. Antenna Extension Cable.
Antenna Mast. Antenna Mount Bushing. Antenna Nut Socket. Arm Rest. Auto Body Parts.
Automatic Transmission Conductor Plate. Automatic Transmission Dipstick. Automatic
Transmission Filter. Automatic Transmission Oil Pressure Switch. Automatic Transmission
Shift Kit. Automatic Transmission Solenoid. Automotive Hood. Auxiliary Fan. Auxiliary Fan
Relay. Auxiliary Fan Switch. Auxiliary Water Pump. Axle Assembly. Axle Beam Bushing. Axle
Bearing Master Kit. Axle Nut Socket. Axle Shaft. Axle Shaft Bearing. Axle Support Bushing.
Back Up Camera. Back Up Light. Back Up Light Switch. Balance Shaft Kit. Ball Joint. Ball Stud.
Battery Cable. Battery Hold Down. Battery Tray. Bed Liner. Bed Mat. Bed Rail Cap. Bed Rails.
Bike Rack. Bikini Top. Billet Grille. Blower Control Switch. Blower Motor. Blower Motor Resistor.
Body Armor. Body Control Module. Body Kit. Body Lift Gap Guard. Body Lift Kit. Body Mount

Kit. Body Panel. Body Wiring Harness. Boost Pressure Valve. Brake Adjusting Plug. Brake
Booster. Brake Booster Vacuum Pump. Brake Caliper. Brake Caliper Bracket. Brake Caliper
Repair Kit. Brake Control Relay. Brake Disc. Brake Disc and Pad Kit. Brake Drum. Brake Dust
Shields. Brake Hardware Kit. Brake Hose. Brake Light Switch. Brake Line. Brake Master
Cylinder. Brake Master Repair Kit. Brake Pad Sensor. Brake Pad Set. Brake Reservoir. Brake
Rotor. Brake Shoe Set. Brakes and Rotors. Breather Hose. Brush Guard. Bug Shield. Bulb
Failure Relay. Bulb Socket. Bull Bar. Bump Stop. Bumper Absorber. Bumper Bracket. Bumper
Cover. Bumper End. Bumper Filler. Bumper Grille. Bumper Guard. Bumper Guide. Bumper
Protector. Bumper Reflector. Bumper Reinforcement. Bumper Retainer. Bumper Step Pad.
Bumper Trim. Cab Corner. Cab Cover. Cabin Air Filter. Caliper Cover. Cam Gear. Cam Phaser.
Camber and Alignment Kit. Camshaft Adjusting Unit. Camshaft Position Sensor. Camshaft Seal.
Camshaft Synchronizer. Car Bra. Car Cover. Carburetor Repair Kit. Cargo Bar. Cargo Basket.
Cargo Mat. Carpet Kit. Catalytic Converter. Center Bearing. Center Caps. Center Link. Cigarette
Lighter. Climate Control Unit. Clutch Disc. Clutch Interlock Switch. Clutch Kit. Clutch Master
Cylinder. Clutch Pivot Stud. Clutch Rod. Clutch Slave Cylinder. Coil Over Kit. Coil Spring
Conversion Kit. Coil Spring Insulator. Coil Springs. Cold Air Intake. Column Clock Spring.
Combination Switch. Connecting Pipe. Console Latch. Console Lid. Control Arm. Control Arm
Bracket. Control Arm Bushing. Control Arm Kit. Control Arm Shaft Kit. Control Arm Strut.
Convertible Top Bow. Convertible Top Rod. Coolant Air Bleeder Kit. Coolant Bypass Line.
Coolant Level Sensor. Coolant Reservoir. Coolant Reservoir Cap. Coolant Temperature Sensor.
Cooling Fan Assembly. Cooling Fan Hub. Cooling Hose Connector. Cooling Hose Flange.
Corner Light. Cowl Hood. Crankcase Vent Hose. Crankcase Vent Valve. Crankshaft Position
Sensor. Crankshaft Pulley. Crankshaft Seal Cover Gasket. Cruise Control Switch. Cup Holder.
CV Boot. CV Joint. CV Joints and Boots. Cylinder Head. Cylinder Head Bolt. Cylinder Head
Gasket. Dash Cover. Dash Knob Kit. Dash Lamp Kit. Dash Trim. Diesel Emissions Fluid Heater.
Diesel Fuel Injector Driver Module. Diesel Particulate Filter. Diesel Vacuum Pump. Differential
Air Line Fitting. Differential Cover. Differential Oil Cooler Seal. Differential Rebuild Kit. Dimmer
Switch. Direct Ignition Coil. Distributor Belt. Distributor Cap. Distributor Rotor. Distributor
Switch Plate. Door Check. Door Glass. Door Glass Weatherstrip. Door Guard. Door Handle. Door
Handle Cover. Door Handle Latch. Door Handle Repair Kit. Door Handle Trim. Door Hinge. Door
Hinge Repair Kit. Door Jamb Switch. Door Latch. Door Latch Cable. Door Lock. Door Lock
Actuator. Door Lock Cylinder. Door Lock Kit. Door Lock Switch. Door Molding. Door Molding
and Beltlines. Door Open Warning Relay. Door Panel. Door Pull Strap. Door Seal. Door Shell.
Door Skin. Door Striker Pin. Door Weatherstrip Seal. Down Pipe. Drag Link. Drive Belt. Drive
Shaft Flex Joint. Driveshaft CV Joint. Driveshaft Pinion Yoke. Driving Light. Driving Light
Bracket. Driving Light Trim. EGR Cooler. EGR Cooler Gasket. EGR Line. EGR Line Fitting. EGR
Vacuum Controller. EGR Vacuum Solenoid. EGR Valve. EGR Valve Gasket. Engine Control
Module. Engine Coolant Pipe. Engine Dip Stick Tube. Engine Dress Up Kit. Engine Gasket Set.
Engine Hardware Kit. Engine Long Block. Engine Parts. Engine Shock Mount. Engine Splash
Shield. Engine Torque Mount. Exhaust and Mufflers. Exhaust Clamp. Exhaust Gasket. Exhaust
Hanger. Exhaust Manifold. Exhaust Manifold Clamp. Exhaust Manifold Gasket. Exhaust Manifold
Gasket Set. Exhaust Pipe. Exhaust Pipe Gasket. Exhaust Pipe Kit. Exhaust System. Exhaust Tip.
Exhaust Valve. Exhaust Wrap. Extension Pipe. Exterior Door Handle. Fan Blade. Fan Clutch. Fan
Drive Belt. Fan Motor. Fan Pulley Bracket. Fan Relay. Fan Shroud. Fan Spacer Kit. Fan Switch.
Fender Extension. Fender Filler. Fender Flares. Fender Liner. Fender Molding. Fender Support.
Fender Trim. Fender Vents. Filter Socket. Flex Plate. Floor Mats. Floor Pan. Flywheel Weight.
Fog Light. Fog Light Bracket. Fog Light Bulb. Fog Light Cover. Fog Light Trim. Fog Light Wire
Harness. Friction bearing. Fuel Cutoff Relay. Fuel Door Bumper. Fuel Filler Hose. Fuel Filler
Neck. Fuel Filler Neck Protector. Fuel Filter. Fuel Inj Control Unit. Fuel Injection Wiring Harness.
Fuel Injector. Fuel Injector Seal. Fuel Level Sensor. Fuel Line. Fuel Pressure Regulator. Fuel
Pressure Sensor. Fuel Pump. Fuel Pump Driver Module. Fuel Pump Relay. Fuel Pump Strainer.
Fuel Rail. Fuel Sending Unit. Fuel Tank. Fuel Tank Filler Neck. Fuel Tank Selector Switch. Fuel
Tank Selector Valve. Fuel Tank Strap. Fuel Tank Vent Valve. Fusebox Cover. Gas Cap. Gauge
Bulb Lens. Gauge Mount. Glass Seal. Glow Plug. Glow Plug Relay. Glow Plug Wiring Harness.
Gooseneck Hitch. GPS Tracking. GPS Tracking Device. Grab Handle. Grille Assembly. Grille
Bracket. Grille Guard. Grille Insert. Grille Molding. Grille Reinforcement. Grille Shell. Grille
Support. Grille Trim. Harmonic Balancer. Hazard Flasher Switch. Hazard Light Relay. Head
Gasket Set. Headache Rack. Header Panel. Header Pipe. Headlight Assembly. Headlight Bezel.
Headlight Bezel Seal. Headlight Bracket. Headlight Bulb. Headlight Conversion Kit. Headlight
Cover. Headlight Door. Headlight Filler. Headlight Housing. Headlight Lens. Headlight Level
Sensor. Headlight Molding. Headlight Motor. Headlight Retainer. Headlight Switch. Headlight
Washer Cover. Headlight Washer Nozzle. Heater Bypass Valve. Heater Core. Heater Fan Switch.

Heater Hose. Heater Hose Fitting. Heater Pipe Line. Heater Valve. Helper Spring. Hex Bit Socket.
HID Bulb Ballast. Hitch Step. Hitch T Connectors. Hitch Wiring Kits. Hood Cable. Hood Hinge.
Hood Latch. Hood Molding. Hood Scoop. Horn Button. Hub Cap. Hybrid Drive Battery. Hydraulic
Timing Belt Actuator. IAT Sensor. Idle Control Motor. Idle Control Valve. Idler Arm. Idler Arm
Bracket. Ignition Coil. Ignition Coil Wire. Ignition Lock Assembly. Ignition Lock Cylinder. Ignition
Lock Housing. Ignition Module. Ignition Module Mount. Ignition Module Wrench. Ignition Switch.
Ignition Wire. Ignition Wire Set. Instrument Cluster. Instrument Panel Cover. Instrumental
Cluster. Intake Adapter. Intake Coupler. Intake Manifold. Intake Manifold Adjusting Unit. Intake
Manifold Gasket. Intake Manifold Gasket Set. Intake Manifold Runner Valve. Intake Plenum
Gasket. Intake Tube. Integrated Control Module. Intercooler Hose. Interior Door Handle. Interior
Restoration Kit. Interior Trim Kit. Intermediate Pipe. Intermediate Shaft. Intermittent Wiper Relay.
Inverter Cooler. Jack Pad. Jack Plug Cover. King Pin Repair Kit. Knock Sensor. Knock Sensor
Harness. Lateral Link. LCD Headrest. LCD Monitor. Leaf Spring. Leaf Spring Bushing. Leaf
Spring Hanger. Leaf Spring Shackle. Leaf Spring Shackles and Hangers. LED Bulb. LED Light
Bar. Leveling Kit. License Plate Bracket. License Plate Light. License Plate Light Lens. Lift Strut.
Lift Support. Liftgate Lock Actuator. Light Bar. Light Bulb. Light Control Relay. Light Guard.
Light Kit. Light Mount Brackets. Locking Hub. Lower Engine Gasket Set. Lowering Kit. Lowering
Springs. Lug Nut. MAP Sensor. Mass Air Flow Sensor. Mass Air Flow Sensor Boot. Mechanical
Leveling Kit. Metric Hex Bit Socket Set. Metric Wrench Set. Mirror Cover. Mirror Glass. Mirror
Hardware. Mirror Switch. Mirror Turn Signal Light. Molding Clip. Motor and Transmission Mount
Bushing. Motor and Transmission Mount Kit. Motor Mount. Mud Flaps. Muffler Eliminator Pipe.
Muffler Hanger. Nerf Bar Mounting Kit. Nerf Bars. Neutral Safety Switch. Nitrous System.
Off-Road Bumper. Off-road Fog Light. Off-road Light. Off-Road Light Cover. Off-Road Light
Wiring Harness. Offroad Light. Oil Cap Cover. Oil Cooler. Oil Cooler Adapter. Oil Cooler Gasket
Set. Oil Cooler Line. Oil Cooler Seal. Oil Dipstick. Oil Dipstick Funnel. Oil Drain Plug. Oil Drain
Plug Gasket. Oil Filler Cap. Oil Filter. Oil Filter Cover. Oil Filter Housing. Oil Filter Relocation. Oil
Level Sensor. Oil Line. Oil Pan. Oil Pan Gasket. Oil Pressure Switch. Oil Pressure Switch Socket.
Oil Pump. Oil Separator. Oil Thermostat. Oxygen Sensor. Oxygen Sensor Harness. Oxygen
Sensor Socket. Parking Assist Sensor. Parking Brake Cable. Parking Brake Equalizer Bar.
Parking Brake Shoe. Parking Light. PCV Valve. PCV Valve Diaphram. Performance Air Filter.
Performance Chip. Performance Module. Performance Module and Chip. Performance Monitor.
Pickup Coil. Pinion Shaft Nut. Piston Ring Set. Pitman Arm. Power Programmer. Power Seat
Control Unit. Power Steering Hose. Power Steering Oil Pressure Switch. Power Steering
Pressure Hose. Power Steering Pressure Switch. Power Steering Pump. Power Steering Pump
Pulley. Power Steering Reservoir. Preglow Time Relay. Pressure Plate. Pressure Sender. Purge
Valve. Quarter Panel. Quarter Panel Extension. Quarter Panel Molding. Rack And Pinion
Assembly. Radar Detector. Radiator Cap. Radiator Fan. Radiator Hose. Radiator Mount Bracket.
Radiator Support. Radiator Support Bracket. Radiator Support Cover. Radius Arm Bushing.
Rear Air Deflector. Rear Housing Gasket. Rear View Mirror. Reference Sensor. Release Bearing.
Remote Starter Wiring Harness. Repair Manual. Repair Manuals. Replacement Bulb. Ring and
Pinion. Rock Door. Rocker Panel. Rocker Panel Guards. Rocker Panel Trim. Rod Bearing Set.
Roll Pan. Roof Rack. Running Board Motor. Running Board Mounting Kit. Running Boards. Seat
Belt. Seat Cover. Seat Heat Pad. Seat Repair Kit. Seat Strut. Seat Switch. Seat Trim Cover.
Serpentine Belt. Servotronic Converter. Shift Boot. Shift Cable. Shift Knob. Shift Knob Insert.
Shifter Bezel. Shifter Repair Kit. Shock Absorber and Strut Assembly. Shock and Strut Boot.
Shock and Strut Mount. Shock And Strut Mount. Shock Bracket. Shock Bump Stop. Shock
Conversion Kit. Shocks and Struts. Short Ram Intake. Side Marker. Side Marker Bulb Socket.
Side Marker Lens. Side Molding. Side Steps. Skid Plate. Sliding Door Roller. Socket and Ratchet
Set. Soft Top. Soft Top Hardware. Sound Dampening Material. Spare Tire Carrier. Spark Plug.
Spark Plug Boot Insulator. Spark Plug Tube Seal Set. Spark Plug Wire. Speaker Amplifier. Speed
Sender. Speed Sensor. Speed Sensor Harness. Splash Shield. Spring And Bolt Kit. Spring Seat.
ST Shift Bushing. Steering Angle Sensor. Steering Column Bearing. Steering Coupling. Steering
Damper. Steering Gearbox. Steering Knuckle. Steering Knuckle Bushing. Steering Linkage
Assembly. Steering Rack. Steering Rack Boot. Steering Rack Bushing. Steering Rack Stop.
Steering Shaft. Steering Stabilizer. Steering Wheel. Steering Wheel Installation Kit. Step
Bumper. Stoplight Switch. Strap Wrench. Strut Bar. Strut Bearing. Strut Insert. Strut Mount
Bushing. Strut mounting kit. Strut Rod Bushing. Subframe Mount. Sun Visor. Sunroof Deflector.
Supercharger Kit. Suspension Bushing. Suspension Kit. Suspension Lift Kit. Suspension
Mount. Suspension Ride Height Sensor. Suspension Sensor. Sway Bar. Sway Bar Bushing.
Sway Bar Kit. Sway Bar Link. Sway Bar Link Kit. Switch Assembly. T Connector. T-Belt Tension
Adjuster. T-Belt Tensioner Pulley. Tachometer Adapter. Tail Light. Tail Light Bulb Socket. Tail
Light Circuit Board. Tail Light Connector Plate. Tail Light Cover. Tail Light Lens. Tail Pipe. Tail

Pipe Hanger. Tailgate Cable. Tailgate Cap. Tailgate Handle. Tailgate Handle Housing. Tailgate
Hinge. Tailgate Latch. Tailgate Light Bar. Tailgate Light Kit. Tailgate Liner. Tailgate Lock.
Tailgate Molding. Tailgate Protector. Tap Socket Set. Temperature Sender. Thermo Fan Switch.
Thermo Time Switch. Thermo Vacuum Valve. Thermostat Gasket. Thermostat Housing.
Thermostat Housing Cover. Thermostat Housing Gasket. Third Brake Light. Throttle Body.
Throttle Body Spacer. Throttle Cable. Throttle Position Sensor. Tie Rod Adjusting Sleeve. Tie
Rod Assembly. Tie Rod End. Tie Rods. Timing Belt. Timing Belt Idler Pulley. Timing Belt Kit.
Timing Belt Tensioner. Timing Belts and Chains. Timing Chain. Timing Chain Guide. Timing
Chain Kit. Timing Chain Tensioner. Timing Cover. Timing Cover Gasket. Timing Gear. Tire
Chock. Tonneau Cover. Tool Box. Tornado Fuel Saver. Torque Converter. Torx Socket. Torx
Socket Set. Tow Eye Cover. TPMS Sensor. Track Bar. Trailer Hitch Coupler Lock. Trailer Hitch
Pin. Trailing Arm. Trailing Arm Bushing. Transfer Case. Transfer Case Electrical Switch.
Transfer Case Gear. Transfer Case Motor. Transfer Case Shift Lever Bushing. Transfer Case
Shift Mode Selector. Transfer Case Switch. Transmission Control Module. Transmission Mount.
Transmission Oil Cooler. Transmission Oil Line. Transmission Pan. Transverse Link. Truck Bed
Rack. Truck Box. Truck Tool Box. Trunk Actuator. Trunk Latch. Trunk Lid. Trunk Lid Lock
Actuator. Trunk Lid Molding. Trunk Lock. Tube Bumper. Tune Up Kit. Tune Up Parts. Turbo
Pipe. Turbo Vane Position Sensor. Turbocharger Boost Solenoid. Turbocharger Cartridge. Turn
Signal. Turn Signal Assembly. Turn Signal Bulb Socket. Turn Signal Cam. Turn Signal Lens.
Turn Signal Light. Turn Signal Mirror Glass. Turn Signal Switch. U Joint. Underdrive Pulleys.
Universal Air Filter. V Belt. Vacuum Control Valve. Vacuum Pump. Vacuum Supply Pump.
Vacuum Supply Tank. Vacuum Valve. Valve Cover. Valve Cover Gasket. Valve Lifter. Valve Stem
Seal. Vapor Canister. Vapor Canister Check Valve. Vapor Canister Purge Solenoid. Vapor
Canister Vent Solenoid. Variable Tim
briggs and stratton wiring diagram 155hp
lexus gs 350 manual
ford focus thermostat housing
ing Solenoid. Vent Visor. Voltage Regulator. Warning Lights. Washer Hose. Washer Pump.
Washer Reservoir. Washer Reservoir Cap. Water Outlet. Water Pump. Water Pump Gasket.
Water Pump Inlet Tube. Watts Link. Weatherstrip Seal. Wheel Arch Repair Panel. Wheel Bearing.
Wheel Bearing Lock Nut Socket. Wheel Bearing Module. Wheel Center Cap. Wheel Cover. Wheel
Cylinder. Wheel Hub. Wheel Hub Assembly. Wheel Hub Flange. Winch Mount. Window Channel.
Window Crank. Window Motor. Window Regulator. Window Relay. Window Switch. Window
Switch Bezel. Window Visor. Windshield Brackets. Windshield Frame. Windshield Hardware.
Windshield Hinges. Windshield Washer Nozzle. Wiper Arm. Wiper Blade. Wiper Cowl. Wiper
Cowl Grille. Wiper Linkage. Wiper Motor. Wiper Pulse Module. Wiper Relay. Wiper Switch.
Wiring Harness. X Pipe. Y Pipe. Yoke Eliminator Kit. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with
Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain
Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

